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Popular Young Football Player
Fatally Injured On Way Home

Candidate Higgs
Begins Campaign
For Judge's Seat

.

CITY
EDMON
15c

Former Editor Dies
After Brief Illness

brother was coming home for a
few days and was slated to re• ••‘,* lore
turn to Fort Collins, Colo., for Atty W. Otis Higgs kicked
$0.4opooft,-Aiv • •." •
the beginning of his junior year off his campaign for judge of
in the summer school session, General Sessions Court Division
which would have started on Four last Thursday night during a rally at the Mahalia JackMonday of this week.
son
Chicken System banquet
A number of his coaches and
classmates came to Memphis hall, with radio personalit
for the funeral. They incicded Chris Turner serving as ma.ceremonies.
former Colorado coach Paul ter of
Higgs
Mr,
introduced his platLaliam, now at the University
of Arkansas; Head Colorado form, and said if elected there
Football Coach Jerry Wamp- would be a new interpretation
net.. Perry Moore, athletic di- of the landlord-tenant law, fairness o n bail bonds and aprector at the University; Mrs.
pointment of, lawyers for the
Lee Gross, study coordinator
poor,
and especially in cases
for the Athletic Department;,
where the poor are unable to
Funeral services for Thad- He was in the U. S. Army
and players Lawrence Mcread.
deus Themen Stokes. 50, city during World War II and servCutcheon, Plain View, Texas,
Volunteer attorneys, be said,
editor of the Atlanta Daily ed in Europe and the Philiphis roommate; tsaiah Kelley,
would be asked to represent inWorld and a former Memphis pine Islands.
Columbus, Ohio; Sam Cole and
dividuals
who
are
unable
to
newspaperman. was held in Afterwards, he attended Kent
Billy Hankins; and the victim's
read.
Atlanta last Monday afternoon State
University
fiancee, Miss Charlotte Koarl
at Kent,
Other speakers at the rally
at the Central 'United Methodist Ohio, and was graduated from
of Denver.
were Willie F. Ware, Atty.
Church with the Rev. J. E. its journalism school. He joinHe is survived, aside from
Henry Sutton, the Rev. Richard
Lowery, the minister, giving ed t he editorial staff of the
his parents and Mrs. Mays, by
Mhoon and Mrs. Mary Collier.
Cleveland Call and Post and
the eulogy.
six other sisters, Mrs. Beatrice
Mr. Stokes died in an Atlanta was there for several years beSelf, 2300 Amherst, Memphis;
hospital last Thursday nigh fore moving to Atlanta to work
Miss Betty Lee Stevenson of el
after suffering a heart attack for the Scott Newspaper Syndithe home address and Miss %.•
Six days earlier, be had been cate.
Patricia Stevenson, Los Anhospitalized after having left
Mr. Stokes was credited with
geles: Mrs. Beatrice White and I
work that Friday night com- activating t he Memphis JayMrs. Gertrude Johnson of Mem- s
cees while working in the Bluff
plaining of being ill.
phis, and Mrs. Ludella Hughes
He developed pneumonia in City. He was an active member
of Holly Springs, Miss.; and
the hospital, and was thought of Centenary Methodist Church.
four brothers, Daniel E. Nichols "Kicking the habit is the
to have been recovering when In Atlanta, he was a member
and Arthur G. Stevenson of most important decision a
CATCHING A PASS in the stadium at Colorado State
of Sigma Delta Chi Jouralism
he died suddenly.
Uni- Memphis and Larry Stevenson smoker can make in a lif eversity is Harry Stevenson, in his uniform at Colorado
Mr. Stokes came to Memphis Fraternity, the Frontiers ,Inand Robert Stevenson of Chi- time," according to Barbara'
State
University. He was one of the team's leading receivers.
Ann Scott King, chairman oil
in 1957 as the editor of the then ternational and Central Methocago.
twice-a-week Memphis World. dist Church.
Interment was in New Park the June "Kick the 1Iabit"1
He later published his own pa- Relatives have decided to
Cemetery. Southern Funeral Campaign.
per, the Memphis News-Jour- establish a journalism scholarHome was in charge of ar- Mrs. King, a former Olympic
nal, and when it was discon- ship in his memory, and they
champion figure skater, anrangements.
tinued, he became editor of the asked that contributions be
Another Memphian Nathaniel nounced the opening of the
Tri-State Defender. He return- mailed to the Thaddeus T.
Walker, 22, of 2846 Yale, also campaign today sponsored by
ed to Atlanta as city editor of Stokes Scholarship Fund at
a Colorado State University The Tuberculosis Institute of
the Citizens Trust Company in
the Daily World in 1965.
student, was injured in the ac- Chicago and Cook County.
He was in Memphis during Atlanta.
cident, but he was treated at She said hundreds of industhe days of the sit-ins, and was 'He is survived by his wife,
A former Hamilton High Highway Patrol, the truck had the county hospital at Juunction tries and libraries as well as
*
jailed with demonstrators on Mrs. Dorothy Racks Stokes of
radio and television stations
School football player, who stopped on the roadway be- City, Kans., and released.
one occasion when he got too Atlanta, a brother, Sylvester
have already pledged their,
starred as a leading pass re- cause its lights had failed. It
near as they were being arrest- Stokes of Akron, Ohio, and
support to the month-long camTHADDEUS T. STOKES
ceiver last fall at Colorado was loaded with sheet steel.
ed going to the downtown li- three sisters, Mrs. Rosie Washpaign
encourage
cigaret
to
State University, was buried
Another Memphian, Oscar
brary. The charges were later ington
and
Miss
smokers to stop sm
Eleanor
here on Tuesday following fun- Reed, who graduated from
dismissed against him. He was Stokes, Newark, N. J., and
'Hrs. King, a sear
eral services at St. Peter Bap- Booker T. Washington High
also in Little Rock to cover the Mrs. Naomi Prestburry of Balresident, is a member of the
tist Church with the Rev. C. J. School and Colorado State and
integration of Central High timore.
Citizens Committee on Smoking
Gastoir officiating.
is now playing with the MinSchool the year it was closed
Following the funeral in Atand Disease of the INS (I'll
The athlete was Harry L. nesota Vikings, was traveling
down by Governor Orval Fau- lanta, Mr. Stokes' body was
Never Smoke) Clubs, organizStevenson, 19, son of Mr. and in a car behind the one driven
bus. He was struck by a police- carried to Atlantic City, N. J.
ed by The Tuberculosis InstiMrs. Robert L. Stevenson of by Mr. Stevenson and barely'
man while covering Medgar for burial.
tute.
1877 Ferber ave., Memphis, and missed the truck.
Ever's funeral at Jackson, Miss. Among the Memphians who
She is a native of Canada
a 1968 graduate of Hamilton The accident occurred early
Mrs. Alma Morris has workin 1963.
went to Atlanta for the funerand became that country's sen- ed for many candidates during
High School.
on Wednesday, June 10, and
A native of Smithfield. Pa., al were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
ior lady champion skater at the her 15 years as a civic leader,
Young Stevenson was on his young Stevenson died from
where he was born on May 1. C. Withers, Sr., and Mrs. Jewel
age of 11. In 1947 and 1948 she and has solicited many votes
way home from Colorado State head injuries on Friday in the
1920,
he completed high school IHulbert, society editor of the
was
European
the
and
World for some who have won and
when he drove into the back of Stormont-Vail Hospital at Toin Uniontown, Pa.
' Memphis World.
Champion Figure Skater and others who have lost.
a truck which had stopped on peka, Kans., at 3 p.m. He was
in 1948 she won the Olympic
Interstate 70 about 10 miles being treated for head injuries
So, Mrs. Morris will know
championship at St. Moritz.
east of Junction City, Kans., in the intensive care unit.
how
a candidate feels this
"During June," Mrs. King
during a heavy rainstorm.
A sister, Mrs. Barbara Mays
summer. She is a candidate
stated, "The Tuberculosis InAccording to the Kansas of 3221 Alta Road. said her
for a seat on the Shelby County
stitute will be doing all it can
Executive Committee, Position
to help cigaret smokers give up
11.
the habit and live longer. But
Mrs. Morris is a barber, owns
the real strength of the camher own shop, and is the wife
paign depends on each individof Charlie F. Morris, Sr., a
ual smoker who makes up his
staff manager of North CaroMrs. Cornelia M. Crenshaw Association and the National
or her mind to live without
lina Mutual Life Insurance;
celebrated the first anniversary Bar Association and is a procigarets."
Company. They live at 981
of the cut-off of her untilities fessor of law at the Howard
"Your family and friends
Alaska st. with their youngest'
last Friday at noon with open University Law School in Washwant you alive and well, but son.
Anthony.
house at her residence at 603 ington, D. C. He is on ,the
cigarets won't keep you that
The' Senior Choir of Christ ma Theta Sorority and the Rock
Vance ave. and introduced at- board of directors of the United
way. That's why I urge every They are the parents of two,
Baptist Church at 494 S. Park- of Ages CME Church.
MRS. ALMA MORRIS
torneys who will assist in suing Community
National
Bank,
Chicagoland smoker to join the other sons, Charlie F. Morris,
way East will present two col- At Bishop College, she sings
the city.
Fairmont Finance Corporation,
more than 20 million Ameri- Jr., and Ronald Morris, both
lege students and the pastor in with t h e Coleridge Taylor
phis Voter Registration Com- Joining as associates with the District of Columbia Chamcans who have kicked the of whom live out of town.
a recital at the.church on this Choral
Society
which
has
Mrs.
Morris
is
graduate
a
HARRY
of
mittee, chairman of the mem- former Mayor William B. In- ber of Commerce and IndeSTEVENS
ON
—
habit,"
Mrs. King said.
Sunday, June 20, starting at traveled from coast to coast.
Manassas High School and a bership committee and board gram in the case will be Atty. pendence Federal Savings and
5 p.m.
She has appeared on telemember of St. Luke Baptist member o f t he Kennedy Russell X. Thompson of Mem- Loan Association.
The soloists will be Miss vision stations in Dallas and
Church.
Democrat Club, chairman of phis, and Atty. James W. Cobb Also on hand to announce
Selbie Dean Ivory, Miss Glenda with the Dallas Symphony OrShe is treasurer of the LaRita the membership committee and of Washington, D. C., and Wil- his support
of Mrs. Crenshaw
Cole and the Rev. Eddie L. chestra and will give her senior
Homemakers S o c ial Club, a member of the board of the liam Fitzgerald, president of and COST
(Citizens - Opposed
Currie.
recital in January 1971.
president of
Barbers Southern Christian Leadership the Independence Federal Sav- to Starvation Taxes)
the
Miss Ivory is a 1969 graduate The Rev. Mr. Currie, is widein the
Chairty Club, business man- Conference, member of the ings and Loan Association of Federal
suit against 16 city ofof Lester High School and will ly known as an eloquent speakager of the Gay Y (YWCA), board of the Memphis War on Washington, D. C.
ficials was Ralph Waldo Emerbe a sophomore this fall at er and an excellent singer. His
and a life member and former Poverty Committee and Mem- Mrs. Crenshaw has been
son, candidate for governor of
Tougaloo College, Tougaloo. deep, rich baritone voice has
Miss LeJean Martin. daughboard member of the NAACP. phis Area
Project, North; without lights, gas and water at the state of Tenfiessee.
Miss., where she is majoring been heard throughout the na- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thelbert
She is also ward and precinct chairman of the Area 9 War her home on Vance since June
Mr. Emerson s being activein vocal music and a member tion.
Martin of 2981 Yale ave. and a
chairman of Ward 21-23 report- On Poverty Committee, member 12. 1969. She filed a suit against ly supported
of the college choir, which tour- Miss Jo Juanita Dillard will 1970 graduate of Oakwood Colin his campaign
er for the Klondike Civic Club, of the board of Greater Wom- 16 city officials on last Decem- by
Mrs. Crensluiw, the Rev.
ed the Northern States early also appear on the program. lege, has received a full schobusiness
manager
of
the en's Democratic Club and ber 23.
Eddie Currie, 0. W. Pickett,
this year. She is a member of Accompanying the soloist at larship to the University of IlMaster Barbers Association, president of Barbers Local Mr. Cobb serves as vice presMrs. Thomas C. Mathews and
Mt. Moriah Baptist Church. the piano will be Mrs. Delois linois.
chairman of the North Mem- Union 734.
ident of the Washington Bar members of COST.
Miss Cole will be a senior Williams and at the organ by Combined
with support of
when she returns to Bishop Col- Lester Snell.
the Carnegie Corporation, the
lege at Dallas in September. Mrs. Felicia M. Sartin is University of
Illinois Graduate
She is a member of Delta Sig- president of the senior choir.
School of Library Science pro----vides a scholarship program in
library science for members of
minority groups.
Miss Martin was one of 10
graduates from across the nation selected for the two-year
program which begins in June
1970. She left Memphis for the
Champaign-Urbana, Ill., campus on Monday of this week.
The scholarship provides a
tax-free stipend of $2,200 each
academic year, and $450 for
the first summer, plus tuition
LAJEAN MARTIN
and fee waivers.
During the second summer,
the recipient will work as a senior year as "Miss Oakwood
library intern in the library of College."
her choice, with the employing She was also secretary of
CERTIFICATE OF RECOGNITION — Whittier Sengstacke,
library paying a salary com- the United Student Movement
Jr., associate editor of the Tel-State Defender. receives a
parable to the financial stipend. and was named to "Who's Who
certificate of recognition marking completion of his s i x•
Miss Martin is a 1966 grad- Among Students in American
month course of study as a journalist-Associate of the Cenuate of Lester High School and Universities and Colleges."
ter for Policy Study at the University of Chicago. Mr. on tine 7 was graduated with
Her father is a social studies
Sengstacke and four other journalists participated in classhigh distinction from Oakwood teacher
at
Douglass High
work, seminars and research on urban problems under
College at Huntsville. Ala., with School and her mother a reada program which began last January. Shown presenting
a bachelor of science degree in ing improvement teacher at STILL HOLDING OUT — Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw
observham Fitzgerald, Sus. Russell X. Thompson, Mrs. Ore
the certificate is Eddie N. Williams, acting director of the
elementary education.
n•
Guthrie Elementary School.
ed the first anniversary of her dispute with the city over
shaw, Atty. James W. Cobh and former Ma%or William
Center for Policy Study and the University's %ice president
While at Oakwood College, The Martins are members of the discontinuance of her utilities
R.
at
Vance
cm
ave.
with
Ingram, who has been representing Mrs. Crenshaw in
for public affairs. The Associates were honored at a dinshe reigned as "Miss Delta the Longview Heights Seventh
the
an open house last Friday and announced that she was rematter. (Withers Photo)
ner at the University on June IL
Sigma Psi" and during her Day Adventist Church.
ceiving more legal aid in the matter. From left are Wit-

Thaddeus T. Stokes
Eulogized In Atlanta

a m paign
on How

Head Injuries Fatal
To Harry Stevenson

Mrs Morris To Seek
Votes As A Candidate

Mrs. Crenshaw Gets
Aid In Utilities Suit

Recital Will Feature
Pastor And Students

Memphian Gets Graduate
Fellowship At Illinois

•
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Achievers Complete
Job Corps Studies

.
AwNitios! . . ,

CLEVELAND — Spring actipublic sectors. Among these
vities for eager corpswomen
were: chairman of the Michicommenced wit,h the Achievegan Economic Opportunity Of.
ment Ceremony of the Cleverice,
State Labor Mediation
land Job Corps Center for
Board and manager of EmWomen. Twenty-three corpsployee Services at American
women graduated after comMotors.
pleting job training and resiLovell's responsibilities In the
dential requirements at the
Department of Labor involve
center.
the overseeing of a manpower
Among the graduates was
budget of $2.3 billion, in addicorpswoman Cathy Mitchell of
tion to manpower policies, pro-1
Chicago.
grams and operations. His
Guest speaker for the occa4
* complete titles are deputy
sion was Malcolm R. Lovell,
assistant Secretary of Labor for
Jr., former top executive of the
CATHY MITCHELL
Manpower and Manpower ArlUrban Coalition and a past
director of the Michigan Em- and place underemployed and ministrator.
ployment Security Commission unemployed workers.
Among other guests in attend.
and presently head of the Man- Holder of a master's degree ance were national reprepower Administration in the in business administration fromsentatives of the WICS (Women
U.S. Department of Labor.
the Harvard School of Business, in Community Service) who
Under his supervision are '46, Lovell has directed a num- were attending a two-day conJob Corps Centers throughout bet of employment-oriented vention at the Cleveland Job
the nation, as well as appren- groups, both in the private and Corps Center
ticeship, Neighborhood Youth
Corps, Operation Mainstream,
New Careers. Work Incentive
and a variety of other activities N
designed to help recruit, train
•

PROFESSIONALISM
MAKES THE
DFFERENCE
TALENT-SEARCH

Bond Seeks
Re-election
ATLANTA — Georgia State
representative Julian Bond has
announced he is a candidate
for re-election to the Georgia
House of R e presentatives.
Bond, who was first elected
in 1965 to the Georgia House,
but prevented from serving
until 1967 by members of the
legislature who objected to his
anti-war stand, was re-elected
in 1968 and qualified to run in
the September, 1970 Democratic
primary. After h suniseating, he
was elected twice in 1966.
In the legislature, Bond serves as a member of the Education, Insurance, and State Institutions and property committees.

It's one thingto inake
awhiskey light.
A soft whiskeyis
something else.

A

METAL
1
CANVAS '•• '-44e.?"SW1'111101 QUALITY —LOW PRICE—UNEXCIllICI
WORKMANSHIP EASIESTTIIIIMS—OUICK SERVICE
FILE ESTIMATES WITHOUT OBLIGATION

1/.f.ir

DRAPERIES
SLIP COVERS

, ---iiii• ,•
-,
Ji., .

PRICES
SUPERIOR TAILORING

We know whereof we speak. We
spent a lot of years experimenting before
we came up with the unique taste of
Soft Whiskey.
How did we do it? The process is
still basically a secret.
But if you'll just try Calvert Extra,
the Soft Whiskey...just one drink ...it
should be enough to make the difference
between soft and light delightfully clear.

LOWEST

•
:

SAMPLES SHOWN
IN YOUR HONE

A;

.,

.

YOUR CONVENIENCE.

ESTIMATES
FREE
OBLIGATION
WITHOUT

•

sliaillits.

EASY TERMS
FLOOR COVERINGS
RUGS, CARPETS
HARD SURFACE

WINDOW SHADES
VENETIAN & VERTICAL
RUNDS

I

TI

Am •

_-e
-

ASSOCIATES

SHADE 6 AWNING CO.
216S. Pauline
276-4431

Calvert Extra.
The SoftWhiskey.

OF COURSE!

BLENDED WHISKEY • 86 PROOF • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS C1970 CALVERT 01ST. CO.. LOUISVILLE. ICY.

Professionalism. Equal opportunity employment
Agency. All positions fee paid.

100,000 =EIS SOLD
04-••
100,000 UEF TO GO

PROCESS

ENGINEER $14,500--B.S. Chem. Eng. Corn.
pally looking for individual with 0-10 years experience
in industry with direct contact in manufacturing or process engineering. Position can lisad to Production Neon•g•ment.

Lula C. Byas
Club To Meet
On Saturday

DRAFTSMAN $7800-2 years in an accredited school of en
glowing or drafting under the direction of the Assit. Mgr
of Engineering or en Assistant Project Engineer. Primary
responsibilities •ris layouts and design, assisting in estimating projects and maiing surveys. Must have a throughl
knowledge of drafting room procedures.

SYSTEMS ANALYST—Become part of a team insfailing
major systems for user departments within th sophisticated
computer environment company. 1.3 years prior program•
..
ming experience.

The Lula C. Byas Service
Club will meet at 4 p. m. this
Saturday, June 20, at the Lelia
Walker Clubhouse, and it will
be the final meeting of t he
summer. The next meeting
will be on the third Saturday
in September.
Since January, the following
m embers—M esda m es Georgia
Pierce, W. B. Brooks, Carolyn
King, Rachel Polk and Willa
Strickland — have been welcomed into the club.
The April meeting was held
at the clubhouse with Mrs.
Beatrice Donoho and Mrs.
Lucille Brewer as hostesses.

Classified Ads

,

MARKETING ANALYST — B.S. Marketing. National corn
pony will train individual in consumer oriented products
Must be willing to relocate.

B. S.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER — $10414000 —

and
yrs. •Tparience•

gineering. Coordinate tales
projects. 1-2

service with

E. En.

Goyer-,,emt

...

P.O. Box 1464
Memphis, Tenn. 38101
525-0274 or 525-0275
,

Large 2 story brick bu.iding. Suitable
for development or as investment.
Downstairs con t sins 2 stores and 2
apartments-upstairs
consists
of
T
apartments. Present monthly 'moose
$475.00. This nice looking brick buildis
ins
auttable to be weed as office or
iehool. Reasonably priced at
819.750.
Corner Cheleea and Sixth Street. Call
for further details
Mrs. Ann Jones Coleman-Etter Realtors
433-2735
324-3228

TRANSISTOR "A"
Silver dial,
water resistant.
luminous dial.

T3 Rollins R.,71 3 bdcm. frame Ir and
Sr. combination 70 a 200 lot. fenced
yard floored attic with attic fan
910400. $235 loan available.
Joy •Dean Morton
Scott Realty
354-9200
or
35S-5519
---

S39.95

-÷*

••
•*
•

To KeepThe Duster Boom Going
We're Making a Great Buy Even Better

'111 (10IdE EusirER
1

TRANSISTOR "B"
Calendar,
water resistant,
1.
.•1 luminous dial.

549.95

1,1wDAISYI
THE BIG HIT OF THE YEAR!!
Now Showing !I

"HALLS
OF
ANG R"
for the man
of the moment...

CARAVELLE°
by BULOVA
TRANSISTORIZED
WATCH
The Garavelle Transistor never needs
winding. Its reliablelittle transistor and
electronic circuitry operate on a tiny
long-life battery. From one year to the
next. So forget the daily grind-and-wind.
Give transistorized time by Caravelle,
in both regular and calendar models.
$39.95 to $59 95

OC
CALJANET MacLACHLAN
COLOR

ihseold Duilpr—Special Version of TbePopular Duster
Duster. We built it to be the best transportation
bargain in America. Big enough to get the job done.
small enough not to "do in" your budget.
Apparently we've succeeded. Because you've
made it our success car of 1970. Sales just topped
100,000, and we're planning to more than double

United Mints

4130

II:00
Young at, 1:15
Halls at: 2r55 6:15 9.35

& LOWENSTEIN

A low package price means savings to you. It includes:

JEWELERS
• Downtown -144
• Poplar Plot()

So. Maill Open

Every Thursdoy N.ght

• Lemor•Airvioys

• Nortlsg•te

•225 CIO [NOME
•SUCKST-SEAT STYLE TRIM

OR 31A CID ENGINE

•GOLO DUSTER EMBLEMS
$1.00 c.heioren

that before the year's out.
How? By making Duster even more of a bargain.
By introducing the Gold Duster. By equipping it
with a special option package at special savings.
Don't miss this chance. Get in on the Gold Duster
Rusbat your Plymouth dealer's today.

•

WHITS SIDEWALL TIRES

. It', Homo

•CHROME DRIP MOLDING

.GOLD (-IDE TAPE STRIPES

hG

•

•UNIGUE DELUXE WHEEL COVERS
SARGENT PAINTED GRILL

nOOLD REAR STRIPES

•CIGAR LIGHTER

Plymoutfi
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`Mod' Crowd Nixes Antiques
The yo un g e r generation behavioral scientist says such
would cheerfully t r a de in solidity doesn't impress the
Grandma's heirlooms for Pucci- young."
printed ice buckets, plastic "Ile 'now' feeling among
cube tables and psychedelic- young people reflects a change
colored clocks.
in values," he said. "They
That's the word from H. Jay no longer want heirloom posShaffer, director of behavioral sessions. They want products
studies for a trading stamp that will do the job, and also
company.
fit into their current life style.
"It isn't enough for a coffee "The emphasis of today's
pot to make good coffee," hd youth is on experience. They
said. "It must be fun to live do not set a high value on the
with, too."
security of ownership, as did
Shaffer even knocks what the depression — condito another generation is one tioned older generation."
of his firm's selling points — He advised business to reits age. The firm, Sperry and spond through form, color and
Hutchinson (green stamps) is presentation.
75 years old, but the

Message For
Larger Man

MUSIC FOR DINERS — Diners at Harlem House Restaurants throughout the city enjoy music from Stereophoni
c
Seeburg juke boxes, and making a selection on the one
at
Binghampton location is Miss Jeanetta Prather, shop man
ager. Looking on, from left, are J. P. Murrell, owner
of
Speedy Amusement Company at 271 E. H. Crump Blvd..
which places music and cigarette machines in all Harlem

House restaurants; Jame DuPree, general manager of Harlem Houses; and Miss Carrie Nelson, a waitress. Mr. Murrell places machines in cafes and restaurants in Memphis
and shelbs County, assists owners in obtaining beer
licenses and posts beer bonds for them without charge. For
further information on placement of machines, call 774-1801.
(Withers Photoi

300 Neighborhood Youngsters
Enroll In L-0 Sports Program

Vertical patterns in clothes
give a slimming effect Bulky
fabrics and fabric finishes
make a man look bulkier . . .
A slightly-longer jacket will
be flattering . . . The six-button ( t wo-to-button) doublebreasted jacket or blazer is a
good model ... Cuffless
trousers, preferably tapered,
are a good look . . . And the
popular longer point shirt collars all help the reducing process.

Discarded Cable Reel
Makes A Picnic Table

LeMoyne-Owen
College
is lege cafeteria.
About 100 colleges and uniagain offering its facilities to The girls are taught modern versities
are sponsoring the
300 neighborhood youngsters dance, volleyball, basketball summer
Got a hankering for a new of
Purchasing
and Stores,
sports program for
enrolled in the National Sum- and swimming. The boys par- 40.000
picnic table, but the old wallet
youngsters.
Memphis Light, Gas and Wamer Youth Sports Program.
says no?
ticipate in football, basketball,
ter Division, P.O. Box 388,
The program is designed to Consider
Participants are residents of gymnastics and swimming.
the non-returnable
expose
the
young
participants
cable
three nearby housing projects—
reels
that
Memphis Memphis 38101. Include your
The program is sponsored to
opportunity in education, Light, Gas and Water
phone number to facilitate
LeMoyne Gardens. Foote by the college, the federal govDivicareers and sports. It provides sion gives
Homes and Cleaborn Homes. ernment and
away. They make notification when your reel is
the
National instruction in
sports, sports sturdy outdoor tables.
available. You will he called
The youngsters au in the Collegiate Athletic Association.
competition and classroom inwhen your turn to select
10-17 age bracket. The enroll- It is in its second summer.
struction covering good health "Anyone in the MLGW serv- your reel arrives.
ment includes 220 boys and The federal grant to the
ice
area
eligible
receive
is
to
Le- habits and employment and
80 girls.
a reel, given on a first come, Anyone receiving a "table"
Moyne-Owen summer sports
The 8-week program, which, program. is S29.421, covering educational opportunities for first served basis. Requests, must provide transportati
on for
got underway June 8, continues cost of meals, staff salaries inner-city boys and girls.
must be in early to get your! removing it from
MLGW's
through July 30.
The
institutions
participating name on the top of the 'cable! Gas Service Center at 1060
and' wages, medical examinaParticipating youlngsters as- tions. transportation, insurance were selected on the basis of table' list," said Carl Craw-1 Tupelo. Cars are
not recomsemble on campus four days and expendable equipment
and city size, numbers of poor in ford, director of Public Rela-1 mended. "The reels are bulky
a week, Mond ays through supplies.
the city's population and the tions.
I and most are too large to fit
Thursdays, from 9:15 a. m. to
quality of the project proposed
Written requests should bet into a car trunk," Mr. CrawLeMoyne-Owen is required
3:15 p. m. They are divided
by the institution
sent to C.B. Quinn, director,ford said.
into 15 groups. 20 to a group. to invest an additional $10,000
in the project which is mainly
Each participant is served
one hot meal a day in the col- covered by making the col-1
lege's facilitiates a \ ailable tol
the participants.
WELLS RELEASED
The summer sports program
Galveston. Tex — (UPI) — at LeMoyne-Owens is directed
Warren
W e Us, outstanding by Jerry C. Johnson, athletic
pass receiver of the Oakland director and basketball coaeb at
Raiders, has been released on the college.
$1,000 bond after being arrested
Other adult members of the
for possession of a pistol.
staff are Sylvester Ford of
Police booked Wells after he Oakhaven High, football and
was reported sitting in his car social worker; Herman Adams
with the gun at a Galveston of Lester High, football: Miss
beach. He offered no resis- Lula Skinner of the LeMoynetance and told police he packs Owen physical education staff,
a gun because he often carries basketball; Lloyd Williams of
large amounts of cash.
Hamilton
High.
basketball;
The 27-year-old native of Willie Parks, 1970 graduate of
Laugh along with Bill Cosby Sunday nights
Beaumont. Tex., was fifth LeMoyne-Owen,
g y mnastics;
at 7:30, and with Diahann Carroll as
among American Football Lea- Miss Susan Bushwald of Oakgue recievers last season with haven High, modern dance,
"Julia" on Tuesday nights at 7:30. Our
47 catches. He led all of pro and Robert Manning of Lester
own Art Gilliam reports the news Saturday
football by scoring 14 touch- High. swimming.
evenings at6 and 10 P.M.,and on Channel
downs.
Students on the staff are
5 newscasts throughout the week he
Sharon L. Pruitt. Lois Boyer,.
reports stories of special interest to the
Charles
McChristian,
Janet'
LITTLE IN ITALY
black community.
Flowers, Rochelle Neely, SpenMONZA. ITALY — (UPI) — cer Hall, Michael Ada m s,.
Freddie Little of Las Vegas, James Trice and Harold
Nev., arrives here June 25 to Cowan.
defend his world junior middleNCAA is' administering the
weight title against former overall program and the PresiEuropean
welterweight dent's Council on Physical Fitchlimpion Carmelo Bossi July ness and Sports is supervising
9.
it for the Federal Government.

Bill Cosby
Diahami Carroll
Mt016 am

RACING TAPE
LEXINGTON, Ky. —UPI) —
The National Association of
State Racing Commissioners
released statistics which show
total tax revenue from parimutuel 'thoroughbred racing in
the 30 states where it is permitted totaled $461.4 million
in 1969.
Attendance throughout the
0ountry
totaled 68
million
with $5.7 billion being wagered.

Eric Turner Awarded
Academic Scholarship
Eric Michael Turner, son of
County Court Squire and Mrs.
Jesse H. Turner, Sr., has won
an academic scholarship to
Christian Brothers High School.
Eric placed among 15 finalists competing for the scholarships and also among the finalists. The competition
was
among eighth grade parochial
boys over the city and county.

won first place academic honors .as a freshman and graduated as salutatorian. Another
brother, Ray, achieved the first
letterman award among blacks
at CMS as a freshman in 1965.

He also ranked first academically at the Little Flower's
School closing ceremonies and
received a trophy, a certificate
of achievement, given each
class member, and award for
Safety Patrol from Kiwanis
International.
Eric was president of his
class and also president of the
school-wide civic club, a Boy
Scout, a member of the football
team, second place winner of
the school's Spelling Bee and
an altar boy.
Previously. Eric's brother,
Jesse, who desegregated CBHSI

ERIC TURNER

BIG STAR NOW
Offers You A

FREE
AVOCADO
GREEN

22-OUNCE
ICE TEA GLASS
(With $5.00 Purchase And Coupon From Daily Paper)

Where you see it all

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Shop Big Star
GREATER SAVINGS
Plus
QUALITY STAMPS

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

B H
INC.

24S Vance Ave.

siroun

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tinos:sea
Comporlf Makes Whist You Ask he
Cream Whet You Think

or

Deadline for

Amit

dommmimm,

"J
OI
N
NO
W
"BUDGET BILLING PLAN"

II

extended by Memphis light, Gas, and Water

YOU CAN NOW JOIN "BUDGET BILLING" FOR JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER
AND THE REST OF THE YEAR FOR INFORMATION CALL MEMPHIS,

LIGHT, GAS AND WATER AT 525.8831

BEAT THE
HIGH COST
OF
WINTER
LIVING
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young people in the black community for 29 years, both as a
teacher - coach at St. Augustine
as
and Father Bertrand and
sponsor of weekly Saturday
night dances open to all young
people.
By BLS. PATRICIA O'BRIEN,Ia high school is a minimum of Father Bertrand Koch, found- Coach Porter came to St.
Augustine High School in 1941
IIVM
1500 Diocesan officials decided er and first pastor of the St.
coach and teacher and has
as
When Father Bertrand High to consolidate three small high Augustine parish.
School closed its doors in June, schools to enable students from Though most of the students seen the tremendous influences
it was the only Catholic Negro the three schools to attend a and faculty see Advantages of It and Father Bertrand had on
high school in the state of Ten- new institution which will offer consolidation, there are some the black community.
nessee.
a more comprehensive curricu- regrets. Bertrand was proud to "Both as an individual and
In September, the girls will lum which will be more con- be an all-black school which coach," Mr. Porter said, "I've
go to an all-girl school and the ductive to innovations.
made contributions to the city enjoyed the best years of my
boys will go to a consolidated Father Bertrand was an off- of Memphis, as well as to in- Life, especially with the fine
high school to be called Mem- spring of a parish high school, stitutions of higher learning at- young men who have gone on
phis Catholic High School.
St. Augustine, which had been tended by Bertrand graduates. to make us so proud."
Quality education and finance serving both grade and high More than anyone, Coach Among the ones he went on
were the reasons for its clos- school children since 1937. Ber- Waddell P. Porter can person- to cite were An Williams, class
ing. Its final enrollment was trand's modern plant opened ally remember the impact the of 1956, a high school quarter170, and a national standard for in 1957 and was named for school had. He has been serving back who finished law school
at Notre Dame; Tom Johnson,
an All-American tackle at
\I '41,
the University of Michigan who
played in the Rose Bowl and
was captain of Michigan's
team.
(
And Carl Jones, '56, who played in the Rose Bowl and was
/ii
a quarterback at UCLA; Ivory
'47, who received his
Flagg,
4 Y
i
/
l
doctorate in chemistry at St.
)1
)14
Louis University: Donald Weddington, '55, who received his
doctorate from the University
of Miami and is now teaching
in California.
PLANNING YOUTH MEET — The Christian Methodist
A former fullback, Sidney
Episcopal Planning Board of the South Memphis District
McNair2,,, also in the class of
Youth Leadership Training School's youth and adult ad'55, who went on to earn a Ph.
visors are seen planning for the South Memphis District
D. in biochemistry from PurYouth Leadership Training School which starts Monday,
due; Frank Bates, '63, who received a bachelor of arts de- June 22, at the Mt. Pisgah CME Church with registration
Notre Dame a n d
at 8 a.m. The theme for the meeting will be: "How The
gree at
who is on the faculty and a
Ph.D. candidate at the Univerecond
the
sity of Michigan;
eding
i!nisss
a
e
th
m
l
a
oo
D
ch
e
s
Notr
Louis
are
Others he cited
football. i
Miller, '48, received his master players to professional
of arts degree at North Carolina and is a supervisor in the

Bertrand Made Contributions
During Its 13-Year Existence

0.000 WATTS 0

Word Gets Around." On front row, from left a r e Miss
Gwendolyn Rooks, Miss Edna Atkins, the Rev. E.L. Boma,
who will be dean of the school and host pastor; and Miss
Sharon Hill. On back row, from left. are Warner Dickerson,
Mrs. Lucy Suttles, advisors; Miss Gloria Horne, Floyd Atkins and .4Jonzia Johnson, advisor.
•

,Requests Sent Memphian Home From
To Board From National PTA Meet
YViCA Announces
MBSCommittee
Summer Program
For G.
iris 8-14

only to

IA rogram Director
Les Anderson "Soul Sense"
24 Hours 1070 For You

Frank Payden, '53, who received his bachelor of arts from
Xavier and his M.A. f r om
Notre Dame and is currently
an art msturctur at Southern
University at Baton Rouge, La.
He was once listed as one of
the 10 outstanding Catholics usder 30. His work was displayed
at the Vatican Pavillion of the
World's Fair.
The coach neglected to mention his son, Douglas Porter,
'48, who is now the assistant
football coach at Gra mbling

Health & Beauty Aids
A ma

fir

moctowtstatmq

say "charge it"
LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

HELENE CURTIS
HAIR SPRAY

2
.1 3 oz. size
. reg., hard to hold, unscented
.compare at 99/
Limit 2, good thru 6/27
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Need a

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON
I antiseptic

Mrs. Edna H. Webb, chair- dealt with hunger and the disman of Membership Division advantaged Dr. William G.
vi, of the Memphis Council and Hollister, National PTA mental
In a letter dated June 6, 1970, first vice president of Booker health chairman, moderated
the Memphis Better Schools T. Washington High School the panel on drug abuse which
Committee sent the following PTA of Memphis, last week at- included Dr. Stanley F. Wiles,
statement to all members of the tended the 74th annual conven- director, N a tional Institute
Board of Education of the Mem- tion of the National PTA in for Mental Health, and Charles
B. "Bud" Wilkinson, special
New Orleans, La.
phis City Schools:
A special Enrichment proconsultant to President.
Mrs. Webb, was one of more
gram for girls in poverty areas "The Memphis Better Schools
Donald Rumsfeld, director,
prompt
representthe
than 1,000 delegates
will be sponsored by the Sarah Committee urges
of Economic OpportuniOffice
Brown Branch of the YWCA, adoption of the recommenda- ing some 40,000 PTA's from ty, and Dr. Joseph H. Douglas.
June 29 through July 31. Girls tions contained in the report across the nation, the Dis- 1970 White House Conference
eight-fourteen are now being 'School Organization in t h e trict of Columbia, and Ameri- on Children and Youth, parcan dependent schools overseas. ticipated in the hunger and
accepted Registration forms Memphis City Schools'
may be secured from the In planning decentralization "Quality Living and Quality disadvantaged workshop.
Learning for All Americans," Mrs. Webb. heard radio and
it is essential that:
YWCA office.
Activities will include Danc- 1. The areas be chosen so there of the four-day session, television personality Arthur
ing, sewing, recreation, educa- that the ratio of black and was the subject of the keynote Godrey talk on pollution. His
tional trips, charm, special white students in each area be address by Mrs. Leon S. Price, hard-hitting message on tacklpreparations essentially the same as the ra- of Dallas, Texas, National ing enviironmental problems
programs, and
for careers and jobs such as tio in the school system as a PTA president.
went to the very root of citibabysitting and Junior pro- whole;
In her address, Mrs. Price zen responsibility.
gram aids. No admission, only 2. The areas should not co- gave de le g a te s a firsthand
At other meetings held during
a registration fee of $1.00.
briefing on PTA priorities for the convention, delegates diswith
incide
existing
political
Weekly classes in Piano, be- districts within the
cussed in depth, such all-imcity; and action in the next two years.
ginner s and intermediate
The
3.
Sup- "One of the highlights of the portant issues as parental inArea
Assistant
lance
Free
dance, sewing. and
the schools,
in
erintendents be provided with convention," said Mrs. Webb volvement
art will also be held on Fri- an adequate number of super- -and particularly relevant to Project RISE ( Reading Imdays. Students must be a memvisors and ancillary personnel what's happening on high provement Services E v er y•
ber of the YWCA. Class fees
be given adequate author- school and college campuses where), and the PTA in the
and
are: Piano, $1.50 per lesson;
meet the expectations of in America today, was a panel '70s.
to
ity
Dance $5.00 for a five session; the
discussion concerning student The final event of the PTA
proposal."
For
$2.00.
art
sewing $6.00;
unrest." Robert D. Cross, youth convention was the installaThe
was
the
statement
refurther information on any of
U. S. Department of tion of four new regional viceadvisor,
these activities, the director; sult for a detailed study of the
presidents at a banquet, the
State, served as moderator.
report
of
of
several
members
you
offer
will
Barbara Neal
Also of special interest were evening of June 3. The speaker
the
and
Committee
gena
from
assistance.
a panel discussion on drug was popular humorist, Sam
The phone number is 948-0493. eral meeting with Dr. Ford abuse, and a workshop which Levenson.
Haynes, chairman of the special
committee which prepared the
'
„•c:,
report for the Board of Educa,
•
tion.
;
Mrs. Lawrence R. Fitzgerald
is Chairman of the committee.
;‘);•4
,

.large 32 oz. size
.kills germs on contact
.compare at 2.19
Limit 2, good thru 6/27

0OLCO MONEY SAVE
GILLETTE
BLADES

WOOLCO MONEY SAVER

CUR1TY
COTTON BALLS

2

New or Used

Norris Baptist
Has Choir Day

Annual Choir Day was observed last Sunday afternoon
at the Norris Avenue Baptist
Church.
Music was rendered by the
choirs of Springdale, St. Paul,
Macedonia and St. John Baptist
Bud Davis
Churches.
Chevrolet CO.
Mrs. Susie Turner was chairman and Mrs. Verna Hunter,
367 Union Ave.
co-chairman, with Mrs. Beenie
527-4471
Williams in charge of publicity.
The Rev. S. L. Veasey is pas:::::ck::::Veattk&NAMSOMaleilta tor of the church.

Call or See

GENE HENDRIX
527-4471 %

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

.stainless steel blades
pkg. of 10
.compare at 1.65
Limit 1, good thru 6/27

.cosmetic or baby use
.300 ct in plastic bag
• compare at 894 ea.
Limit 2, good thru 6/27

WOOLCO MONEY SAVER
BAYER
ASPIRIN

CREST
TOOTHPASTE

2/

WITH THIS COUPON
.bottle of 100
.instant relief of headaches
.compare at 79t1
Limit 2, good thru 6/27

2/

WITH THIS COUPON
.family size
.reg. or mint
• compare at 1.05
Limit Z good thru 6/27
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EASTOATE

SOUTHGATE

GATEWAY

NA Pork Ave.

1833 So. Third St.

3230 Jackson Ave.
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1-24,000 Unit
Often Cools a
5-room House..

What We SellWe Install
& ServiceWe believe
this assures
of much
Better Service
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ADJUSTING HOOD — Dr. Walter W. Gibson, chairman
of the natural science division at LeMoyne-Owen College,
adjusts the hood on former Mayor Edmund Orgill at
the LeMoyne-Owen commencement. Mr. Orgill was
awarded the college's first honorary degree, the doctor
of laws. Mr. Orgill, who has been the main influence in
the LeMoyne-Owen $1,656,000 development fund, was also
the commencement speaker.
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GIBSON

Terms as
LOW as
13.11 Per Month

Room Air-Conditioners 5,000 to 29,000 BTU
GIBSON
Air-Conditions Freezers
Refrigerators. Washers - Dryers

Y
&
PRIDD
SS
BURGE
AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
1883 Lamar

Opm I A.M. to P.M

Call 275-1101
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not discuss.
Sometimes the growth of the
durable lasting kind of love can
'begin better outside the tensions and pressures of marriage
By CARLOTTA WATSON,
work. . .earn, on the average, than in them. Why not let yourCOUNSELOR
less than $2500 a year. This selves grow a bit inside the
Musing: "Prosperity
makes means no margin for error, no framework of your love before
friends and adversity tries margin for fun, illness, or a making a final commitment to
baby. It usually means living it? Waiting can be hard. But a
them" Anom.
with one set of -in-laws. or the fairly long engagement can alContinued From Last Week.
other. This adds up to Trouble, so be, especially for the girl a
Dear Carlotta: I hope I am with a great "T". Even if his wonderful time of romance, of
not too late to get this advice. parents help. . lie is not the dreams, of slowly unfolding inI want to get married, I am HEAD of the house.
timacy.
a teen-ager, but I feel that I
am in love for the first time 2. Immaturity. This means Such a time. . .without dishes
and last time. The fellow is self-centeredness, inability to to wash, bills to pay or diapers
nice and has a good job. I feel compromise, to rise above hurt to change . . .can ultimately be
that I can go to college later. feelings, to postpone immediate rewarding beyond measure.
Isn't this enough? I can't make pleasures in favor of future am sure no matter what decimy parents understand. They benefits, Trying is a lifetime sion you make or what hapare against teen-age marriages, job. To make the switch. . .at pens, or how much time flows
takes intelli- by . . .or how many doors
PERIOD. . .1 feel that this can any age . .
be defended, if anyone would gence, patience, and time. come between, your parents
take time. What's good about a There is the cultural gap, in- will always be able to hear
teen-age marriage . . .Yes, I terfering in-laws, which I shall you . . .if you cry.
venture to say -What's bad?
Teen-ager.

KNIGHTS HOLD TAG DAY — In order to raise funds to
help the needy of the Memphis community on a 12-month
basis, the junior and senior members of the M a 11 or
Knights Charitable Organization recently sponswed a Tag
Day Sale. From left are Charlie E. Neal, business manager; Amy Brown, Joyce Carroll, Ruth Armstead, Michelle

the Rev. D. E. Herring, Jr., president; Peggy Slaughter,
Emma Price, Ruth Pruitt, Judith Brown and the Rev.
Charles Perkins, public relations representative. Persons
who wish to contribute to the organization's anti-poverty
fund nifty do so by mailing checks and money orders to
290 Hernando St., Memphis. (Withers Photo)

Navy Veteran Finds
Cartoon About Bias
Radio Job Near Home In USO 'Disturbing'

Marie Baker
Club Recesses

Dear Teen Ager: Last week,
I defended the teen-age marriage. 1 wrote many good
things about teen-age marriages. This week I shall talk
about the pitfalls and hazards.I
There are five major factors'
that can bring these teen-age
marriages crashing to the
ground: 1. Money troubles. How;
do you stack up on money? It
has been sail that half of all
teen-age married couples, have
a net worth of less than $250.
Teen age husbands who

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get WireDealer!

UNION
AVE.
/925
0ISHER
275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444

The Marie Baker Servicer
When Maurice T. Porter got One Day while sitting around
Club met recently at the home
out of the Navy, he wanted to home at 4544 Big Creek Chruch Dear Editor:
basis which, interest- of the president, Mrs. Nellie Osfollow in the footsteps of his Road in Millington and tuned. As president of the Memphis ingly enough, include only borne and then recessed for the
brother. Jack Porter, and get in to WTNN, a country a n d and Shelby County Council of about ten percent black serv- sum mer.
a job as a radio announcer. I western music station at Mil- USO, I felt compelled to write icemen. Anita is an outstand- Mrs. Osborne
will represent
Well, he is now a radio an-!lington, he decided that he in . reaction to the cartoon ing young woman by any;the club at the Federated
State
nouncer. But it wasn't thaU would have nothing to lose by whichappeared in your May standards, and we are de- Convention in Syersburg, Tenn.
30
edition,
a copy of which is lighted to have her represent-, Others present
easy.
, going by his hometown station
were Miss
attached.
ing USO in this capacity.
Baked In Memphis by Memplilons
Ile wants to tell about his for an audition.
Maggie Newsom, Mrs. Sara ..—rushed
rushed dolly to your big
Based
on
a
personal
investiexperiences in the field just to -I went by there
We
have
made'
Carr,
effort
every
Mrs.
Linnie
Johnson.
Mrs
Hogue 8. Knott supermarket for
and talked gation I have been able to sekeep others from giving up, a to the manager,
to include in our program Ethel Wynn, Mrs. Hattie Mar- kmaximum freshness.
and he liked cure from USO personnel who
thing he almost did, and might the tape
O-A°
I made and gave me•have served in USO facilities in events which will be of parti- able, Mrs. Elizabeth Harris,
•
have done if it hadn't been for a job.
cular appeal to the black serv- Mrs. Carrie Mabry, Mrs. Irene
Vietnam.
I think that this car- icemen and women who
big brother Jack.
attend Sanders and Miss B. C. Lenoir,
Hogue &
A Millington, Tenn., boy, he' -Maybe I am the only coun. toon seriously misrepresents the Club. Programs are design- reporter.
the
try
true
and
facts
regarding
western
threatHamburger
DJ
in
area,
the
ed with the help of these young
served his country in the Navy
and then came back home to but I know that If I can do it,, ment on black servicemen in, men and women, and have
or Not Dog
4
attend a local school for radio'sonieene else can too. The field USO centers both overseas included two "Black Extravaand
in
the
United
is
States.
The
wide
open."
f'
ganzas" and other Programs
announcers,
His big brother Jack Porter Mr. Porter has been w it cartoon was particularly di- designed for the particular Atter cleaning v‘indow
fr
h.sturbing on me because of the anjoyment of
our black pa- shades, let the shade dry thro•
had been a disc jockey at Ra- WTNN since last February,
0
and efforts we have made with trons.
dio Station WDIA and had gone says that he has grown to love!
oughly,
then
roll
it
up
to
the
the
. .
Council
lima!
to eliminate I recognize the great Cis.
on to a job at Radio Station the music his station
plays.
top of the window an d leavt
..
all vestiges of racial discri-, trust
and
suspicion which
WMC, where he is presently a he says that he gets a lot of
mination from our operation. exists in the black community it rolled up for JO t 12 hours
,
staff member.
fan mail asking him why he To cite a few examples of
This simple "roll up- trick
toward predominantly white
After receiving his certificate went to the station, but his re-, the
leaves the shade pristine fresh
efforts we have made, we sponsored
inst itutions. In and as
in broadcasting, Maurice Port- ply is that all he
perfectly flat and iron
wanted was have added seven black mem- v
pas a u es a ed looking
er discovered that he could not a job in radio
as a brand new one.
bers
of
the
Council
local
which actions, this is to some degree
•
just walk into a station and
is comprised of approximate- understandable.
However. in When storing winter boots
have a job handed to him.
ly 25 local
citizens plus rep- the case of the
.
USO. I think brush loose dirt and sand from
"After I graduated. I starte•!
es
es
it is grossly unfair to label it Cie inside first. Then wash off
hanging around radio stations Braes Disabled
military establishment.. These as an
organization
which the' outside with a sudsy sponhere in -Memphis, making auST. Uit.71S _ (ui) , __ The,include Miss Erma Lee Laws •consciously
d i s c r i m mates ge, rinse, and dry thoroughly.
ditions and getting interviews. St.
and
Whittier
Mrs.
Sengstacke
Louis
But for all of this trying, he that the,. Cardinals announced and Messrs. John Arnold, Art against black members of the clip pairs together with a
have made applica-i
service. I hope that you
said, he couldn't find a job
clothespin, and store.
tion t) have Pitcher Nelson 1 Gilliam, Jr., George Brown, print this letter in order will'spring
to
Hogue & Knot/
anywhere. The management Briles
G.
Fentress
A.
George
and
„
placed on the disabledj
set the record straight". in Sewing a simple 1,vardrobt
would politely say, "Come Back
. 12 1;9 Package
Robinson, We are extremely the
list
interest of fair and accu- for small daughters is one wa
later," or "We don't need anyproud to have people of this, rate
Tip, Cardinls will call up!!
journalism.
one now."
' to beat the budget blues. Very
calibre
our
,
on
Board,
a
n
cl:
little Material is needed, and
Young Mr. Porter even cut lef!bonder Jerry Reu s from Miss Laws in particular has. With warm personal regards
•
and best wishes, I remain
sometimes large scrap pieces
tapes and sent them to various their Tulsa fat...club to re- already
d e m onstrated
her
SINCERELY YOURS.
from other sewing projects can
sections of the country. B u t :'lace 3riles.
outspoken representation of
HUNTER LINE
.
, JR.
he combined to make mini
no one responded favorably, Mites. hz4ncli• a:.p:•1 by polled the niack community.
Presideni,
Memphis
shorts, tops and skim
sized
and
some not all,
larnstrinl ny's-17s sine', last I think the most dramatic
"So, I just gave up," he•said,
is in Ft. Louis ,to be' ex- denionstration of. toe attitude Shelby County Council, USO ;ners.
"and that is when my brother. nmined by Dr. Stan London, of both the Staff and the pa.
Jack, got on me about being the Cardinals' team physician.ltrons of our Club regarding
a quiter. He said that I would i The Cardinal righthander has race is the recent selection of
never become a disc jockey ifla 1-1 record and a 7.88 ERA: Miss Anita Walker as our 1970
LB.
I gave up."
his season.
Miss USO. Anita was selected
by the young men and women
who attend the Club on a

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis

Household Tips

BUNS

27
27t
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
274
ROLLS

ITT Baking Company
Appoints CR Manager

RYE. N. Y. — The appoint- Nationvvide
I n surance
Co.,
ment of Dorothy Brincefield to White Plains, and Premier
the new position of community instrument Corp., Port Chester.
relations manager, ITT Con- At Continental she had been
tinental Baking Company Inc.,1 with the presonnel Department,
has been announced by M)and more recently was adCabell Woodward, Jr., presi- ministrative
a s s istant-publicl
dent.
affairs.
Miss Brincefield, a native of She is chairman of the AdWhite Plains, New York, was visory Council and a member'
graduate from White Plains! of the Board of Directors of
School. and attended. George
High
Washington
Carveri
Columbia University and New Community Center, White DOROTHY BRINCEFIELD
York State University Teachers Plains, member of the Board Westchester Urban Coalition,
College in Cortland. .
of Directors of the Westchester the League of Women Voters,
Prior to her joining Con- Woman's Bowling Assn., secre- and the Rye Council for Hutinental Baking in 1959, she tary of the Westchester Section. man Rights.
was employed by Colonial National Council of Negro She resides at 9-5 Wyndover
Nursery School, Larchmont, Wwilen, and a member of the Woods, White Plains.

JOAN GOLDEN
WLOK's director of CAC handled 1,000
phone calls last month. If you have a problem
call her at JP - 9565.
She was also chosen Woman of The Year.

by Joe Black

We can't hide from the fact that brotherhood these days is not being "crowned from
sea to shining sea." A better word might be
"flattened." And that word "brotherhood" is
going to continue to have less and less meaning
unless all of us stop "tsk, tsk, tsking" and start
doing something tangible and constructive.
I'm referring to the great hordes of black
and white citizens who daily battle our national
problems by uttering such profound statements
as:"My God, what is this country coming to?"
Or..."This country will be better off once we
get rid of those irresponsible,long-haired kooks
and black militants."
No doubt this is a serious and perplexing
time for all Americans,black and white. But it's
not going to get better until we all start getting
involved. Begin by re-appraising your own feelings and prejudices about people and things.
Stop hating people simply because they're
black, white, yellow or red. Look at them as individuals with the same rights to opportunity
and happiness as you have.
With the polarization of the races rapidly
approaching the dangerous stage, the philosophy of "I got mine, you get yours," must go. If
it doesn't, nothing else that happens will matter.

.719eRkek
Vice President

24 HOURS

The Greyhound Corporation

1
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By LOUIS MARTIN
A number of civil rights leaders from Chicago,
New York and all the major cities, along with students who were involved in the shooting at Jackson
State College in Mississippi, are converging on Washington, as this is written, to lobby for the passage of
a strong Voting Rights Bill.

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, N.aw York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area 4,0

Meaning Of The Wallace Victory
The Wallace victory in the Democratic primary runoff for Alabama's Governorship nomination,
throws the nation back into the sizzling kettle of the unresolved racial
issue. Though it presents the Nixon
Administration with alternatives
that may strain its resourcefulness
and political know-how, it provides
a compelling opportunity for t h e
American electorate to decide once
and for all whether it wants to be
saddled with segregation of the races
or whether it wants to keep alive
the dream of Freedom of which the
late Dr. Martin Luther King spoke
with such eloquence and earnestness.
So, the choice is not Mr. N i xon's alone. The fate of the Republican Party, of course, rests with the
decision the Administration makes
about how to counter the Wallace
threat. It can outdo the Alabama
segregationist, drop the Southern
strategy or appeal to moderates in
the North and West with much emphasis on the black vote.
In a larger sense, the voters
must decide for themselves whether

America should remain a permanent
battlefield where the forces of racial oppression and the fighters for
freedom are locked in a death struggle. or a land where the alluring
promises of democracy may reach
their fulfillment without blood a n d
tears.
Wallace is undoubtedly the most
dangerous demagogue of the twentieth century. He will divide t h e
country as it has never been divided before. In fact, he has the inflammable tongue with which to
drive the nation to the very brink of
a civil war far more disastrous and
fierce than what the United States
experienced in 1860. A war which
would decide not only the political
image of this nation, but its very
fate as an independent state.
All these calculations are predicated upon Wallace throwing his hat
in the Presidential ring in 1972.
There is scarcely any doubt that he
will do so. That's the strategy behind his election to the Governorship of Alabama so as to provide
the proper national platform on
which to spit out his racist rhetoric
on the American people.

YMCA's New Vista
For the first time in its 125-year
history, the Young Men's Christian
Association elected a black man as
president. Donald M. Payne, 35, of
Newark. N. J., ran unopposed during the community service organization's annual convention in Pitt sburgh.
Payne was cited in 1968 by the
Newark Chamber of Commerce as
"Man of the Year." He is obviously
a man of considerable influence and
personal achievement.
His responsibility as chief executive of this great organization is not
an easy one. In a world in which
moral and ethical values are constantly undergoing drastic changes,
men in position of high trust must
have enough intellectual buoyancy
to move intelligently with the ebb
and flow of events. Yesterday's social norms are no longer accepted
as guiding principles. Race relations
have undergone profound transformation in some area and in some
things.

The YMCA itself has had to junk
its dual administrative policy — one
for the North and one for the South.
On the ground of regional autonomy,
most YMCA's had Jim Crow branches even in the North. Vestiges of racial separatism have not yet been
completely wiped out. In cities like
New York, Washington and Chicago
there are yet separate YMCA accommodations for blacks. Though
Negro transients are admitted in
the organization's white hotels, the
process of integration has not y e t
reached satisfactory saturation.
Though a policy of segregation
is wholly at variance with the principles of Christian brotherhood,
Christian Associations, like churches, are products of American
society which is still divided by
prejudices and social mores. So,
much remains to be done and the
YMCA can help hasten the obliteration of the race lines which are a
serious impediment to human progress in the 20tn century.

Apartheid In Sports
The shock of isolation from the
world of sports may prove to be the
hypodermic needle pricking South
Africa at its most sensitive point —
apartheid. The English Cricket
Council under pressure from t h e
British government, has called o f f
the much advertised tour of Britain
by the South African Cricket team
called Springboks. This is the second major blow South Africa's international teams have suffered in a
month.
By a vote of 35 to 28. the International Olympic Committee withdrew recognition of the Ugh African National Olympic Committee,
thereby severing ail ties with t h e
country. Withdrawal of recognition
also means, of course, that South
Africa will not be permitted t6 take
in any further Olympics until its na-

tional committee, which is not a
government b o d y, is recognized
anew.
Many leading sportsmen and officials in Johannesburg believe that
attacks on South Africa for its stand
on racial separation will increase
unless sportsmen and the government can come up with a more relaxed approach. The president o f
the South African Cricket Association said:
"We have got to take a deep
breath and take stock of the position and work out a formula for the
future."
There is a move on foot to call
on the government to set up a commission to investigate ways to introduce racially integrated sports in
South Africa

'
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MY VIEW

Viet, Anti-People Policy
To Blame For Turmoil
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
The activities on the college campuses are unprecedented in the history of
this country. Historians will write about
the disturbances on the college campuses for a long time. What has happened
on the campuses during the spring of
1970 will be interpreted in various ways.
The war in Vietnam will be held responsible for much of the unrest on our campuses in the academic year 1969-70.
The invasion of Cambodia by orders
of the Commander-in-Chief, Richard
Nixon, will be listed as the spark that
stirred up the college students a n e w.
The murder of four Kent State University students, the killing of six blacks
in Augusta, Georgia. and the murder of
two students at Jackson State College
angered students throughout the nation.
These activities brought thousands of
students to Washington to tell the President that they do not like what they see
going on in the nation and particularly
they do nqt like our invasion of Cambodia.
We must add to the current resentment of the students the unrest that has
been on our campuses for the past two
or three years when students have insisted on a hand in the running of their
colleges and where many black students
insisted on black colleges, demanding,
some of them, that all white teachers,
white trustees and white students get
out.
This spring reveals for the first
time that campus situations are so bad
that many colleges thought it wise to
close school ahead of time. Several colleges dispensed with their Commencements. Brandeis University did not
abolish Commencement but modified it

One of the most significant victories
of the civil rights crusade during t h e
60s was the enactment of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965. It is to the credit of
President Lyndon Johnson that he understood the issue and fought for the new
act which for the first time in this century enabled millions of blacks in the
11 states of the Old Confederacy to vote.
The 1965 Act opened the door for the
political development of over 5 million
IssitTIN
black citizens of voting age in the o 1 d
South. Since its enactment over 500 Negroes have
been elected to public posts and even in Mississippi,
Mayor Charles Evers reports, over 90 blacks have
been elected to office. It is estimated that there are
now over a million and a half new black voters in
Dixie.
The political thrust of the blacks in the South has,
of course, generated a white backlash. It was this
backlash that George Wallace of Alabama rode to
victory in the recent election for governor.

Despite the ability of racist demagogues to frighten primitive whites on the race issue and win some
contests, the rising tide of black voters in the South
'is destined to,make it more and more difficult for the
The students took over Commencement-.:Klan-type candidates to win.
and honorary degrees were awarded
The political thrust of blacks has just begun. They
the evening before Commencement at
the Statler-Hilton Hotel in Boston. Paine are just beginning to challenge the lily-white dominaCollege, in Augusta, Ga., after the kill- tion of the county
courthouses and the state legislaing of six Negroes in the rioting there,
tures.
thought it wise to close school without
final examinations and without C o mThe Southern bloc in the Congress and the Nixon
mencement exercises. Howard Universicrowd
that is playing footsie with the Dixiecrats have
campuses
Few
ty closed ahead of time.
in the nation escaped turmoil in the seen the handwriting on the wall. They know that if
spring of 1970.
the political development of the Negroes in the South
The wave of demonstrations that hit is not curbed, the
days of reactionary, lily-white, bloc
the Negro campuses in the early 1960s
control of Dixie will be numbered. These racist forces
in the Civil Rights struggle covers the
in
Washington have conspired to emasculate, if not
nation in 1970. Not civil rights, but war,
the killing of students by police and na- from fully exercising their franchise. The vote is one
iional guards, black control of black kill outright, the 1965 Voting Rights Law.
colleges, and student participation in
the running of their institutions are the
It is incredible at this moment in history that
issues at stake.
the reactionaries are determined to prevent blacks
It might well be that the Negro stu- of the most
important instruments for social change
dents initiated all this. Prior to 1960 stuprovided by our democratic system. The vote enables
dents were relatively quiet on camaggrieved
citizens to work for reforms within the syspuses. They seldom if ever demonstrated. White students were largely a stu- tem.
dious lot, little concerned with civil
By denying the opportunity to make full use of
rights. There's a new story today.
I predict that the unrest on the col- their political potential, the so-called establishment is
lege campuses will not subside as long deliberately encouraging the black
extremists who
as the war continues in Vietnam. I also
contend that it is much more effective to throw a
predict that college students will n o t
again confine their interests primarily Molotov cocktail than to cast a ballot.
to the college campuses. They will be
It is beyond belief that the leadership in Washinginterested in politics, labor, war, race,
ton
cannot see that the national interest is being jeopoverty, air and water pollution. All this
will be good. All these things can be pardized by their stubborn opposition to black politicarried on without doing any damage to cal aspirations. The color-crazed reactionaries are the
academic performance.
first ones to cry "law and order" when some blacks
My fear for black students is that
act out their frustrations and resort to physical viothey may lower their academic work to
such an extent that they will be less lence.
capable of competing in a highly comPerhaps the truth is that the hatemongers in powpetitive society.
er do not care what the consequences of their dastardly acts may be. As some white fascists insisted
in World War II, they would rather see our democracy destroyed than to see black citizens given all the
opportunities and privileges of first class citizenship.

Point of View

TEACHING TEACHERS
voted to rehire Miss Margaret
LET'S PLAY
It would have been amus- Rose Gladney. Miss Gladney Recently Neville Wooten. asFrom the signs we see on the horizon, those who
ing, if it had not been so pathe- is that young white woman sistant director of the Recreaworried
about another hot summer better tighten
teacher
who
allegedly
lost
her
tion
Department
of
Memphis,
tic. Reference is made to the
big play-up the local news job in the city schools because joined members of his staff in their seat belts for a long flight of social insanity. The
media gave last week to a pro- she came to the defense of a a mighty important gesture. leaders in Washington seem
to be walking upside
They took to the air to "sell"
gram for public school teachers black student.
down
—
seeking
to
create
unity
by appeals for disof
in Shelby County Schools.
The details need not be re- the recreational program
The subject was "How to cited here. But a moral needs Memphis. They told about the unity, seeking to promote harmony by promoting disteach children in mixed to emphasized. Black students, summer playground program cord, seeking to stabilize the economy by creating
schools". A white educational parents, and others who had for children. They outlined the more and
more unemployment, seeking to establish
official was featured as the an idea of what had happened department's year-round proauthority on the subject. He to Miss Gladney let it be known gram, embracing all ages of law and order by encouraging lawlessness, and seekwas talking to both white and in no uncertain terms bow they people from 16 to 00. They ing to establish domestic peace by laying the foundafelt about what had been or put over the fact that public
black teachers.
support is needed in this most tion for domestic disorder.
But it seems ridiculous that was about to be done to her. important area of community
reputedly trained and profes- So, they protested. They sign- life. . . . recreation.
sional tea c her s have to be ed petititions, picketed, march- Indirectly, they
The citizens who are going to Washington at the
were telling
given such an elementary ed, and pressured for the young the town how to save the
call
of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights to
lives,
course. If a teacher can teach. woman's protection.
minds, spirits, and emotions of lobby for the
Voting Rights Bill may be among the
he or she can teach any child, They did what more peo- their children
and themselves
period.
few
in
the
ple need to do. They ga v e in an organized manner. . . .
capital who understand what is happening
Any teacher ought to know tangible expression to their under the guidance
and with the to our society.
how to handle a classroom, or feeling of appreciation for a help of trained
and dedicated
stay out of it. What all teachers friend. They came to the res- personnel. They
need the help
need most . . . black and white cue of one who had shown the of alert, awakened,
With as much respect as we can muster for Presi
and ina course on hot to courage to stand up for them. terested adults. They are urg- dent Nixon and his aides, we must confess that never
treat children right . . black They came to the reScue of ing the taxpayers to help prohas a more mediocre or insensitive group had control
and white children.
a friend. Black Americans need tect their tax dollar by putting
of
our national government Of all the sins in society,
APPRECIATION
to do more of these things— their adve interest eat where
none is any greater than stupidity.
The Memphis School Board rally for proven friends.
it can be new and felt.
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Sports Horizon

legally indefensible. How many
men who buy into baseball today actually live off the game?
"The old fellows had to
PROBLEMS FOR MAJORS room says he'll call it
as he scramble, borrow to strengthUntil Dock Ellis fired that sees it.
en their clubs. These fellows
2-0, no-hit masterpiece for Experts believe Flood has a want to protect their investThe Memphis State Univer- as well as on the basis of schoPittsburgh last week over San good chance of winning or at ments by championing status
sity Pan-Hellenic Council re- lastic achievement.
Diego, most of the attention least gaining some concessions quo. The argument that a
cently held its "Greek of the
Miss Clara R. Franklin, presigiven baseball was centered despite the Players Associa- change in the reserve clause
Year" banquet recently a n d dent of the Memphis State Panaround problems by major lea- tion's recent pact which sanc- will destroy baseball is absurd,
honored Miss Essie I. Ford, Hellenic Council and also a
gue owners with court hearing tions the clause for another because scuftlers will always
a member of Zeta Phi Beta member of Zeta Phi Beta Sorwith the Curt Flood case lead- year. One witness, a Harvard beat the fat cats in that game,"
Sorority, for the honor.
ority, was also presented a
ing the way. Ellis chalked up economist, testified for the de- he said.
Miss Ford was presented a certificate of achievement from
the first hitless game of the fense that baseball players Flood
"Greek of the Year" plaque by her sorority.
refused to go to Philaseason. Willie Stargell, who have an average salary of delphia after being
Mrs. Charle P. Roland, immedtraded to
Among the sororities repreclaims to have a timetable $28,000 which is unequaled in the Phils by St. Louis.
iate past president of the Mem- sented at the banquet were
Memworked out for hitting, blasted any industry.
phian Tim McCarver was also
phis Pan Hellenic Council and Zeta Phi Beta. Alpha Kappa
a pair of round trippers to give In Flood's behalf,
a member of Sigma Gamma Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta, and
Bill Veeck, traded off with Flood in return
Ellis his sole offensive support. former team owner
and per- for controversial slugger Richie
Rho Sorority.
Sigma Gamma Rho.
A decision is expected to be haps baseball's
Miss Ford is a graduate of
best known Allen.
The guest speaker was Ernest
handed down soon on Flood's innovator, claimed
that the
Memphis State University and K. Davis, dean of Student AfSPORTS
BRIEFS
petition to have baseball's re- major stockholders aren't
received a degree in elemen- fairs at Memphis State Unide- Joe Westbrook,
supervisor in HONORED AT HARVARD — Miss Dorothy
serve clause thrown out be- pendent upon earnings
University following graduation exercises tary education last May.
from the Memphis City
versity.
Schools, be- Height, left, president of the National Councause the players are subject- baseball for a livelihood.
there Iasi Thursday when the two w er e
She was selected for the honcame
the second former coach
ed to the whims of their bses
cil of Negro 'Women, and Louis E. Martin,
awarded honorary doctorate degrees. Miss or on the basis of her outstand"It's the fatcata who run of the Negro
Prep League in editor of Sengstacke Publications, chat with
and have little to say about
Height was the only woman among the 16 ing service to the sorority,
COUPON
baseball today and they want as many years to be
awarded
where they will be employed.
Dr. Nathan Pusey, president of Harvard
persons to received the honorary degrees.
community, church and college,
JACKSON'S
to preserve the reserve clause the doctorate degree.
...
The forThe judge hearing the argu- for
their own protection. The mer Melrose mentor received
ments in a New York courtreserve clause is morally and his Ed.D. from the University
of Tennessee last week.
SPECIAL
Dr. Joseph P. Atkins, former
grid coach at Douglas and The Jardin de Flores Club's brella table.
earned a certificate on Land- Hostesses will be Misses Espresently an assistant superin- first annual Flower Show and The Robinson's yapon holly scape AArchitecture from Life- teen Farmer, Kathryn Nubia,
tendent in the Louisville, Ken- Tea will be held in the back-,backs the grassy patio. center- time Career School in Los An- Bonnie Jean Donelson, GwenBuy One
tucky school system, was a UT yards of two of its members, ed with a large umbrella geles, Calif. He is working on dolyn
Donelson
and
Mrs.
doctoral graduate last June. Mrs. Noble Nubia, 1520 South table, surrounded on two sides the M.A. degree in administra- Dorothy Dogans.
GET ONE
The rabbit baseball which Montgomery and Mrs. Sherman]by a mini-creek and water fall, tion at Memphis State UniverProceeds will be given in
was introduced this past spring Robinson at 1524 South Mont- is edged with wood fern, ver- sity.
December of each year to the
on an experimental basis has gomery, June 28, 5 to 7 p.m. bena and rocks. At the en- Mr. Davis earned a B.S.
in Riverview-Kansas Community
th Coupon
some o b servers, especially The Nubia's front yard will,trance of the small bridge that agriculture, and a
M.S. in and Day Care Center, coordiOffer Gooa
pitchers, feeling some of the feature various colors of roses,. will take guests to the patio Health Education from TenEvery Wed.
nated by officer Edward E.
For the
more liverlier pellets have caught with verbena, carna- are two pots, one with dwarf nessee State University and
is Reddit of the Police Service
month
focnd their way among the old tions, gladioli and many other Japanese Yew and the other an instructor at White's Chapel
of June
Center, 1310 Florida Street.
stock because of the robust clip beautiful
at all
flowers, with Portacorpus Yew.
blooming
School.
locations
Members will wear pants
balls have been leaving parks while the back will welcome The theme, "June is Busting
for homers. Now National Lea- guest with petunia beds, hy- Out All Over," will be depicted Clerks to assist the judges suits of flowering designs.
gue infielders are shivering in bred teas and floribundas mix- in five different categories that will be Mrs. Kathryn P. Thom- Mrs. Jean N. Cain is in
their spikes over the thought of ed with an assortment of color- will be on display. Members as and Mrs. Juanita R. Turner. charge of flower arrangements.
playing on Cincinnati's new ful perennials all around the will have one specimen each
completely covered astro-turf sides and back of the lawn. The on, floral arrangements, ceninfield.
yard is centered with an um- terpieces, house plants including terrariums, driftwood, and
the artistic division.
Judges will be George A.
Garrett and James K. Davis.
Mr. Garrett is an assistant
principal at Bolton High School
Arlington. He atte
Alin
',corn
A. M. and N. College
nded in
Alcorn, Miss., earned B.S. deDuring their final meetingf man, 2nd Vice-chairman and gree
in argiculture from Ten.
of
the
year,
members
of
the secretary, formerly held by nessee State University
(If he can't he doesn't
and
Committee on Administration Mrs. 0. C. Crivens, Mrs.I
deserve your business)
of the Sarah Brown YWCA Elizabeth
Poole, an
Mrs. —
Here is one of th• outstandingautomobile sal•smen
gave tribute to Mrs. A. Higgins, Martha Donigan were filled Miss Barbara Neal. Branch
In th• Memphis area. Naturally, h•'s at Union Ch•vDirector of the YWCA and a by the election of Mrs. Lanetha, Director. They
were
Miss
roust. Tommy Grant is r•ady to show you on outstandlong-time YWCA volunteer.
Branch, Mrs. Yvonne Acey,lHarry,
M. Simon, Miss Comeing s•l•ction of fin• n•w and used cars and trucks.
Mrs. Higgins was presented and Mrs. Bernice Callaway. Ilia Sanders, Mrs. Eleanor
H. can b• of great h•lp in assisting and advising
with a money tree by the New members announced at,Oglesby and Mrs. Althea Price.i
you on financing. S•• Tommy Grant... Mak• a No. i
Chairman, Miss
C ornelia the meeting were: Mrs. Lois Members enjoying the eveBuy on Am•rica's No. 1 Car
Ch•vrol•t at Union.
Sanders. Mrs. Higgins is also Greenwood. Miss Rosa Robin-ining were Mrs. Dorris Bodden,
a life member of the YWCA son, Mrs. Omega Shelto, Mrs. Mrs. Mary Collier, Mrs. Sally
and honorary member of the Zernia Peacock: To the Nomi- Bartholomew,
Mrs.
Geneva
Administrative Committee.
nating Committee were Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Naomi CresThe Committee on Admini- Bernice Callaway, Mrs. Martha well, Mrs. Nettie Brown, Mrs.
stration of the YWCA also Donigan. Mrs. Alma Booth, Elizabeth Poole, Mrs. Eleaannounded new officers for Miss Ada Ateman and Mrs. nor Oglesby, Mrs. A. L. Hig1970-71. Mrs. Mary Collier Annie Cargill.
gins, Miss Cornelia Sanders,
was elected to succeed Miss Four members retiring after Mrs. Harriette Walker, Mrs.
Sanders chairman. six years of service were pre- Lorene
Cornelia
Osborne
and
Miss
The places of first Vice-chair- sented YWCA silver pins by Barbara Neal.
CHEVROLET

Essie Ford Honored
By MSU Pan-Hellenics
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Flower Show And Tea Is Planned By Club
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Primarily For and About Women
•••,

"Real prayer always does the Ward Chapel AME Church.
=one of two things: It either
The pretty bright eyed bride
-.frees us from the trouble we is the daughter of the Stone7fear or else it gives us t h e wall Bridgeforths and her hand=strength and courage to meet some young groom is the son
-Abe trouble when it comes". of Mrs. Isom Jackson of Mem17Apple of Gold.
phis and Jesse Bishop, Jr., of
= WEDDING FESTIVITIES — Chicago.
-alaimed the interest of Carolyn It's A Girl — for Josie and
'Jaye Bridgeforth and Mark Arthur Houston of Los Angeles.
-Anthony
Bishop
Wednesday Crystal Cerise made her debut
.when they pledged their troth May 26, and weighed in at six
at six o'clock in the evening at pounds and two ounces. The
Us'

(km nrovin • union a% e.
southland mall

CSS
ei10441r)c\7

fashion specialists in sizes
2 to 321/2
/
.18 to 60 and 161

.111144A.LEE LAWS
our pant dress
put-on
LEGAL NOTICE'
TO BIDDERS

7.00
specially sited
164 to 28'-

Proposals will be received
.sy the Memphis Housing Au:hority at its office at 700 Adams
Memphis. Tennessee
Avenue
until 10 o'clock A.M., C.D.S.T.,
Thursday, June 25, 1970 for the
furnishing of the following equipment F. 0. B., 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee transporation prepaid p0-6 Cubic Yard Contr inhers for garbage and
taas

step into comfort with
ideal Summer
flair
casual of pure cotton
denir at a tiny price
. • . completely washable . . • navy Or
green, whit. trim.

.11.4IL ORDERS:
add 75c postage
pIie4E4% ta.e,tor
"ft niteseee delzteig.

/

STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN
UNION AVE.
WHITEHAVEN

•
64 SO. MAIN
•
1992 UNION
• SOUTHLAND MALL •

•
•

527-6436
274-2065
391-0064

Specifications are available
at the Memphis Housing Authority Office, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
Time of delivery must be
stated in proposal. The Memphis
Housing Authority reserves the
right to reject any and all bids,
to waive any informaility in the
bids and to place the award with
whomsoever it niay elect.
Address proposals to the
Memphis Housing Authority, 700
Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee and mark "BID ON STEEL
CONTAINERS FOR GARBAGE
AND TRASH."
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORIT
Orelle Ledbetter
Secretary

taking a peek at him and St.
magnificent from Johns Hopkins University the cajun atmosphere.
that
proud pretty mom is the former posseses
I Also visiting cajun country Thomas. They are Rayetta and
Josie Baldridge of the Bluff capacity to forget himself and just before he left.
reach out to life others even Alma and Phil Booth's son were Evelyn Vavasseur, whose Clarence Holman and Clarence,
City.
—the Cotill- during his own time of bereav- Phil, Jr , and his family will dad hails from there; Carolyn Jr., and are from Chicago.
Coterie Briefs
scores of ment. He's the pastor of soon take up residence in the McGhee, Ruby Purdy, Betty
ions entertained
And Laurie Sugarman. the
Ford, and
Rounds, Susan
an
at
elaborate Mississippi Boulevard Chris- Virgin Islands.
friends
their
Ph.D., out at Memphis
pretty
Osborne.
her
met
Joanne
Peacock
principal
Zernia
retired
Church,
bridge luncheon t'other Satur- tian
ecstatic over
day noon at the Top Hats and of Booker T. Washington High sister Anna Scott from Chicago Our pastor, Fr. James Lyke's State University, is
the faculty
to
appointment
her
d
n
a
in
Cother
brother-in-law
and
down
Orleans
sister
New
Shelby
the
of
member
a
and
Clubhouse.
Tails
in D. C.
Universiy
Howard
week
last
of
down
were
day
nephew
the
and
Education.
sisters
in
soaked
of
Board
Cotillions are Maggie Cole- County
"reach
goes,
song,
the
As
man, Ethel Watkins, Beatrice
Johnson, Tiny Chambliss, Lula out and touch somebody —
Wilson. Mary Roberts, Ruby make this a better world if you
Jackson, Earnestine Johnson, can". — Elder Hunt has touchLouise Morrow, Cora • Smith, ed many!!! A majestic gentleCeleste Hamler and Larcenia man.
And speaking of majesties —
Cain.
And the garden tour of Park we were privileged Dr. BenE. Mays, president
Manor Garden club Friday jamin
evening was perfumed with emeritus of Morehouse College
success. Many of town's ladies who gave a memorial message
with the "green thumbs" turn- on Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
ed out to admire the gardens Sunday at the Second Presbyof Ruby Gadison, Ida (Mrs. terian Church.
H. T ) Lockard and Mildred We went along with Jane
Johnican and our niece a is d
(Mrs. Onzie) Horne.
god child Candace "Candy"
We're told that these ladies
Jones who is visiting us from
in the garden clubs across the
Detroit. She's the daughter of
country who have this overMelba and Floyd Jones of the
whelming love for the esthetics
Motor City.
are really "forerunners- of Did
you know that Martha
the ecology issue — against
Jean "The Queen" Steinberg's
pollution.
father died last week. He was
Capsules — Orphelia and Virgil Jones and also a former
Dr. Jimmy Byas are back Memphian?
after attending their daughter And Cora and McCann Reid
Maye (Mrs. Edwin) Sanders' and their little Kim had a
graduation from Connecticut guest recently — his sister,
College in New London, Conn. Hazel Nunn, who hails from
Maye is now set to carry the Pittsburgh,
was
California,
family banner in the traditional here on her way to D. C. to see
inedical and dental field — her her son, Patrick Nunn receive
brother James Spencer, Jr., his degree from Howard Uniis in denistry at Meharry, her versity School of Law.
Idad. grandfather and numerous The Reids went down to
uncles in medicine.
Hunstyille. Alabama over the
And Joyce and Howard Pink- week-end to see LaJean Martin
Iston journeyed to Boston for graduate from Oakwood Col!their daughter Paula's gradua- lege with high distinction. She
tion from Dana Hall Prep Ireceived a two year $14,000
school. Paula's home now with 'fellowship to the University of
plans to attend Radcliffe in the 'Illinois.
fall.
She's the daughter of Mr.
And speaking of Boston. we land Mrs. Thelbert Martin, 2981
were deeply saddened that!Vale who're teachers in t h e
Elder Blair T. Hunt had to!Memphis City
Schools. Of
make a trip their recently to Icourse
they
attended
the
bury his youngest son, Atty.!graduation.
Ernest Hunt. Our friend Lucie And in
Chicago Whittier
Weidman (the W.P. Porters')ISengstacke„Ir., was feted
daughter who lives in Toronto lavishly with a party by family
describes him as a beautiful friends, Agnes and
James
enchanting bright young man. Lewis in their well appointed
petition with 60 other contesiants representI ieut. Col. Napoleon Booker, (left), profes•
They were friends from the and beautiful home on Vernon.
ing more than met) members of ROTC
at Virginia State
science
military
of
sor
time Lucie lived in Boston.
Whittier has been an Associate
marching bands throughout the nation. Her
College, places crown on head of Miss MarElder Hunt has borne many at the Center for Policy Study
selection as queen took place in the ninth
of the ROTC
sweetheart
Brown,
L.
garet
tragedies in his life but he at the University of Chicago
annual musical festival competition, spon•
Band at VSC, making her the "Miss Na— and has completed his studies
sored by the NROTCBA and held at Saint
tional ROTC Band Association" of 1970-71.
— he'll soon be back at tbei
Peter's College, Jersey City, N. J. Miss
She is the first and only black coed from
TSD as associate editor.
Brown, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Josany college or university in the USA to win
And Bill Bartholomew, Sallie ;
eph Brown of Star LaCrosse. Va., she has
this national coveted crown. Holding the
and Caffrey's son, is studyingt trophy is Cadet Major James M. Washingwon several educational, achievement and
art abroad. He came home! ton, VSO ROTC band commander, Miss
scholastic awards.
I
ZENITH HANDCRAFTED
Brown was selected national queen in corn -

!

Crown National 'Miss ROTC'

12 in DIAG

.e:at,ons

Since 194"

A1331
The ROAMER
Compact molded multi-color
cabinet- sculptured in crisp,
clean rectangular lines. Colors: Avocado with greige,
Tan with White, Brown with
Light Tan or Charcoal with
Blue, Deluxe Video
Light
Range Tuning System. Monopole Antenna. Cabinet size:
10" high, 157/8" wide, 10
1/8"deep.

A
Ace will give away this 1970
Model Portable TV Register any
time between May 21 and June
20, 1970. This set will be given
away FREE on June 20, 1970.
No need to be present at drawing.
Remember & register at any one
of 5 Ace Stores

BLACK and WHITE
Handcrafted

Portable TV

O01/11.1 ACTION
/COLORS

*BM IVA a RACE
giant-screen 23" diag. compact console
with exclusive Zenith
COLOR COMMANDER CONTROL

NOTHING TO BUY—JUST COME IN and
REGISTER AT ANY ACE STORES

inakes it easy to compensate
for changing room light conditions—by letting you adjust
color
contrast,
level
and
brightness, instantly, with one

simple
three.
A4216W
V Value!
oing c ,iior
SUTTON . A- 410-C
Contemporary
beautiful
styled compact console in attractive, o ,rable Lamiclall in
22" DIAG lb
veined Walnut color. 5" x 3"
PICTURE
and
VHF
speaker.
Twin-cone
, Room-to-Room Mobility
UHF Spotlite Dials.
Tr, , compact styled painted metal
ONE YEAR SERVICE cabinet in Slate Gray color. Zenith
NO EXTRA CHARGE Deluxe Video Range Tuning System.
22,000 Volts of Picture Power
STAND INCLUDED
ON THIS BLACK
$ 7995
and WHITE SET

ONE YEAR SERVICE
NO EXTRA CHARGE

$44888

$42995

control

Mr. and Mrs. Sherman W.
Robinson on South Montgomery had as their house guest
last week, Mrs. Robinson's sister, Mrs. Mary Brooks from

BY

Mon Claire

instead of

THE ADAIR
S29130v:
Beautiful
Contemporary
.tyled compact console iu
Ir:ined Walnut color. Co.,
Jeniently
placed mounted
.olor controls featuring ex
lusive Zenith Color Cot,
nander Control.

12 Super Portable TV .

had their daughter, 011ie
Jean as house guest from Harrisbury.
The sisters and brother got
together and had two affairs.
The Robinson's had a barbecue
last Wetinesday. Special guests
Harrisburg, Pa. Their olc'est were Mrs. Parthenia Silmon
sister. Mrs. Donna Polk of 487 and Mrs. Hattie B. Muse.
Buntyn, had as her house
guests their brother, Mr. and The Ingram's had a chitterMrs. 011in Ingram of 2346 Low- ling supper last Thursday
Mrs. Ophelia
- -- Guests were
Bragg. Mrs. Parthenia Silmon,
Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey James
and Mrs. St. Ivory Jeans.
Mrs. Polk left the city last
Friday with Mrs. Brooks and
Miss Ingram for an indefinite
vacation in Harrisburg. Mr.
Bragg left last Thursday night
for Oklahoma City,

Brother And Sister
Feted By Local Kin

14 North Main

(downstairy)

527-3619

Open Monday Thru Saturday 9 30 a.m 5 30 p.m.

Highest Quality with
Lowest Prices

Join the Bar Kays Fan Club
welcome them back to
Memphis at the Airport
next week

942-9637

buy this handcrafted Zenith Portable TV
A907M
THE NEWCASTLE
arm ng Early American
genuine
in
cabinet
Styled
Maple veneers and select hardwood solids exclusive of decorative front. Tape Input/Output lacks plus provision for
optional extension speakers
With optional adapter kit.

BIG SCREEN

.42

95

A908
THE MLNARD
Majestic Mediterranean styled
cabinet in choice of Oak veneers with select hardwood
solids, exclusive of decorative
InpUt/Output
Tape
front.
for
speaker
i ovnis1 on
ro
ps
ona I pi lies% te n
ctkis
joap
with optional adapter kit.

C
CO.
APPLIANCE
R G. KINKLE
GATLIN.
L. E

L E GATLIN, JR

SYNTHETIC WIG $595

COLOR
TV

$19995

The LINDEN
S2960W

369
enjoy easy room-ii.,
Now
room mobility with this decorator-compact table model
color TV that is featurepacked with Zenith quality.
Check the features below, before you Buy!
STAND INCLUDEO

BLACK $7800
WHITE
The ROAMER A1331
Lightweight Super portable
for porch, patio, den, bedroom or anywhere. Beautifully
molded
cabinet
has
super
convenient
built-in
carry handle and comes in
four contemporary decorator
color combinations
We slIrviC41
17 radiouomediate Delivery
fillSciatchstri ...ff."- trucks

FR

•

GAS RANGE
36 <)%f
Series

SINCE 1945 5 LOCATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

3431 SUSUMU
373? 4011t al
311. reciaiM (1424 T. 31 14041$11
111/41 U116110
43511 WW1, Si SOUTH

324-1406
642-1601
31111-411112
743-13,11
000-410911

$16995
MODEL
GRJ-1612

$1095

100% HUMAN
Hair WIGS

WASH
and
WEAR
TAPERED
WIG

who worked among
Negroes and Indians just
after rhe Civil War; to
learn more about her, free!

Mother Katharine
Drexel Guild,
Sisters of the
Blessed Sacrament,

PANELING!
FIRST-LINE

3 Colors

*

•
Expert Styling

$3

0

EVERY DAY IS Sid DAY FOE AT MON CLAIRE

.r

A ROMAN
CATHOLIC NUN

1663 BRISTOL PIKE
:Cornwell Heights, Pa.19020

ALL 5 STORES OPEN 'TIL 9 EVERY NIGHT

4

•
fa

PANELIN
CENTERS OF AMERICA

PLYWOOD CITY

2'S CENTRAt AT COOPEP
'2764585

a

I.
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Delta Sigma Thetas Arriving
For 3-Day Regional Conference

HritinLt!if

elected at this meeting to take
positions immediately: regional
director and a member of the
national nominating committee.
No candidates are running from
the Memphis chapter.

Mrs. Mattie Crossley is presiThe Southern Regional Con- ing attorney; Mrs.
dent of the alumnae chapter
Lillian
communi
P.
ty
leaders.
Sites
ana
l
ference of Delta Sigma Theta Benhow, first
national vice speakers are: Mahalia's Chick- and Mrs. Phyllis Brooks Kelly
Sorority, Inc., will be held in president, Detroit,
is vice presiden. Regional ConMemphis June 18-21 at the Miss Jane Ware, Michigan; en Systems — the Reverend ference committee chairmen
second na- Benjamin Hooks, The Living
Sheraton-Peabody Hotel. The tional vice presiden
t; Mrs. Lyn- Room — The Rev. Mose Pleas- are: Registration, Mrs. Dorothy
Memphis Alumnae Chapter will ette Taylor, executi
* director, ure; and Peyton Place — The Carr; Housing, Mrs. Mary W.
greet members from Alabama, and Mrs. Patricia Press,
Collier; Finance, Mrs. Leola
as- Most Rev. James Lyke.
Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, sociate director will
represent The public is invited to at- Gilliam; Souvenir Kits, Miss
and other parts of Tennessee. the national staff
members.
tend • the luncheon. Tickets Claudine Stansbury; Live Wires
Mrs. Fannye J. Harris regional Highlighting the 3-da
y ses- may be secured at $3 each at Miss Alteena Foster; (6) Social
director, of Tuskegee, Alabama sion will be a Thursda
Action Brunches, Mrs. Betty S.
y even- the Sheraton-Poabody
Hotel Donahue
will convene the conference at ing -Round Robin" when
; Tickets, Mrs. Eleanor
early from Mrs. Charlene Turner or
8 a.m. Friday, June 19.
Currie and Mrs. Charlene Turnarrivals will be entertained in any member of
the
sorority.
National officers and staff the homes of local
sorors to Saturday night's program of er; Round Robin, Mrs. Mildred
members who will attend are get acquainted and
to renew musical entertainment will cen- Williams;
Mrs. Frank Muse Freeman, friendships.
ter a n d luncheon. Tickets Chapter Courtesies, Mrs. MirNational President and a mem- Friday will offer a
full plen- may be secured at 83 each at ian Morrison; Social Mixer,
ber of the United States Com- ary session only to be
interrupt- the Sheraton - Peabody Hotel Mrs. Lorene Osborne; Chapter
mission on Rivil Rights, St. ed for a closed luncheon
in the from Mrs. Charlene Turner or Entertainment, Mrs. Dorothy
Louis, Missouri, and a practic- Continental Ballroom.
Work- any member of the sorority. Evans; Speakers' Committee,
shops following the luncheon Saturday night's
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith; Cornwill revolve around the confer- musical entertai program of
nment will cen- rnwillY Involvement, Mrs. Florence theme — "One Nation or ter around
contributions made ida Collins; Public Relations,
Two — One Nation:"
by black people in the areas of Mrs. Martha Banks; Model InSaturday will be spent in the jarz, blues, rhythm,
and spin- vitation, Mrs. Claudia Foster;
black community when three tuals.
This program wW be Undergraduate Entertainment,
concurrent brunches will be held in the
Misses Ella Pope and Gwenheld and the continuation of the, at 10 p.m. Skyway beginning
and is free to the dolyn Renfro; Special Enterconference theme will be furth- public.
tainment, Mrs. Barbara JackThe Cooperative Circle of er
explored by three dynamic Two national
Collins Chapel CAIE Church
officers will be son; Transportation, Mrs. Minerva Hancock.
will observe Father's Day on
•
Sunday, June 21, with a musical
Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham
tea from 4 to 6 p.m. at the
and Miss Maggie McDowell are
church at 678 Washington St.
conference. chairman.
The Rev. R. L. Jones will pay'
--•
tribute to the fathers.
=Cau
PoN0
,
201
1031
Tokens will be given to the
oldest and youngest fathers, as A recent Friday night was
State University; Dr. Joseph
well as to the father with the one of mixed emotions for the
Riggs, Dr. Keith Kennedy and
largest family present.
Melrose High School family Dr. John Bakke,
all of MemThe public is invited to share and the Orange Mound c o m- phis State.
For
in the fellowship with members munity as tribute was paid to Others were J. D. Springer
,
one of their favorite teachers, Miss Clanton's
of the church.
twelfth grade
Mrs. J. S. Dickey is president Miss Erma L. Clanton, who is teacher, who is presently prinof the Circle. The Rev. P. Gon- leaving to join the faculty of cipal of Booker T. Washingt
on
ya Hentrel is pastor of the, Memphis State University in the High School; and Mr. and
Mrs.
Department of Speech a n d Billy McCou, Jr., and
church.
son, and
Buy One $1.15
Drama.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Gra\
Get One Free
Taking a leave of absence son, all relatives.
Good
Frt., Sat., & Sun.
from the city school system for
All Month Of June
one year, she is breaking ties
131======
with a school where she has
made outstanding contributions
Memphis Locations
ecita l
I to the school and the communNow Op*.
IC 5. Ptorkwity hitt
Miss Rosanna Quinn present-1! it'
• for many years.
2401 $•••111 11441•vr•
ed her piano students in recitaL The occasion for honoring .
2•3 lest 111cleatior•
on Sunday, June 7, at t h e.M iss Clanton was the annual .
Cittl••• et .4411.•1•10fIll
V•at• •t P•ttetts Prost
Methodistispring production of the Thes;
Golden
United
2114 Port •
Church on Ford Road. which is'pians, the dramatic club, of
943 Soloth Tbittl Series,
pastored by the Rev. D. W. which Miss Clanton is the spon.73 Tilletion Sp**,
,sor. The play was "Where is
Simmons.
The performing students were the .Mayor?" a delightful musiBrenda Barret. Sheri-ellCraw- cal comedy.
ford, Phyllis Lipford, Debra. During the intorm:ssion,
Turner. Stephanie Green, Pam-surprise tribute was paid to
elle Perry, Millicent Ross, Miss Clanton by the Thespians'
Gerald Green, Valerie Blount, and the faculty spearheaded by
Sherry Miller, Brenda Perry Mrs. Billie Burnett.
and Cassandra Thomas.
Guests who came to pay triA tribute was given to Miss bute were introduced by t h e
Quinn for her outstanding work principal, Melvin Conley. They
in music by her former teach- included Dr. Michael Osborne,
er, Mrs. E. L. Cole. and the chairman of the Speech a n d
pastor of the church.
Drama Department, Memphis
.;.:R MA i7LANTON

Father's Day
Musical Tea

M
Miss ClantonFeted
By Mel
rose Thespians

MANUA JACKSON'S

G IL.Pti

1111111C1

...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY...
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!
You can't do as well
anywhere else!

1

CHICKEN
DINNER

Music Students
Give R

6 OZ OR 10 OZ.

7-UP
DR. PEPPER
OR PEPSIS

KROGER

CHUNK TUNA
6"2-0Z.

BREAD

GIN

1-LB.

I

e

4-0Z.
LOAVES V'

WITH OUR COUPON OFFER
US.CHOICE TENDERAY

COUNTRY CLUB - ALL-BEEF

FRESH
HENS

CHUCK ROAST HAMBURGER

Have it your way.

0 SOFT

4
34

$1

6-PACK
CINS.

MEL

5
9
49'
CENTER CUT

3 LB.
PKG.
LB.

YELLOW '
CANTALOUPES WATERMELON
CORN

3
8

9

FOR

10 EARS

AND UP

CLOVER VALLEY

PEACHES

1 LB.
13-0Z.
CANS

FREESTONE HALVES

100

QUARTER SLICED

COOKED HAM
79c
pc)
PEACHES
POTATOES 10.. 990
SALA
TOMATOES
490

BONUS COUPON

LB

CLOVER VALLEY

FREESTONE HALVES

41 LB CA"

FOR FAIL{
TOP
STAMPS!
(Expires 6 19 701

ROUND WHITE

PINT

•./

50

Budweiser

DR.PEPPER OR
PEPSI

2 pkgs. Fryer
50 withBreast
or Lils

50

(But you know that.)
eneene•seasoinnui

ISM Of aline • AriltriUSIA•OUSGS„ INC. • ST LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELIS • TAMPA • WPM •

24i)s. or more nrot.,„,
c_t_losicor (it ound Rorinctl-LJ

d
"
o
nPkeoken
z n
gdsos B
ef

fr
LJ

tac WithPo2tahteaoectss--Lettise

excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
Products.

ition to any other purchase requirements.
Good thru Tues. Jiono 2.i

Good

thru

Aviv,

••••••

,

Tues.. Juno 23

er

Limit one.

L

25 withBankitast
*4;iwte
25 with 34bh
Onions
25 with 2-1b1.
Carrots

Omit one.

1 1 III,l

.oh 2 pkgs. Break fast

or with 5-lbs.

with this coupon and
55.00 additional purchase,

$5.00 purchase,

or••••

50
25

ins

excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
products and in add'

TO,
VALUS'

—

Zany ZOO prink Mix

t/

with this
coupon and

is the best way to go,
any way you go.

2

n with n1/0 14-oz..FFriRttO
ers
ZEN
i111./
Fox DeLuxe Pizzas
JIFFY

COUPON

TOP VALUE
STAMPS

-i
Suck9s

qer

50 with any SIX pkgs.

II

1-UP,

;
t hk- rt0

with any SIX pkgs
5,tr
_Ar09ty PuddilliaS

r

100 EXTRA

with
Cnuntty 0.. is COokit:s

1111111111111111111.

"."
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Student Praises Special Entry
Program At Stillman College

Floyd

Harrison,

Honored

At

Jr.,
Party

his degree from
Floyd H. Harrison, Jr., re- recel% ed
think it's a dice p▪ rogram," I college program at the end of As the oldest of five children ceived his masters degree on Memphis State University.
.says 22-year-old karney Ross the year; 23 were recommended at home during his high school
Saturday morning, May 30, at
his friends, his
of Parrish, AleWira is reflett- to other colleges, trade or vo- days, Ross notes that he had
Memphis State University. Mr. That evening
ing back on hi i Ile4tr in the Still- cational schools, and the re- quite a few responsibilities. Harrison is an instructor at mother and father, Mr. and
man College Educ &Lion maining 23 either wiThdrew or "In many ways, I had to serve Lester Elementary School and Mrs. F. H. Harrison, Sr., along
with wife and other members
Achievement Project (CEAP1 were dropped for scholastic as a father to the younger at Carver Night School.
Ross, now enrolled in the regu. and.,or disciplinary reasons. children," says Ross whose A sister, Mrs. Cleo Jones, of the family, his mother's
family"
ler college program, is eved When the 1969-70 term began parents are divorced.
had previously received her de- "well-wishers of the
more enthusiastic when he last semester, 43 of the students "During high school, I work- gree from Columbia University gathered in the beautiful flower
talks about what the program from the initial CEAP pro- ed in the 'in school' program of and a brother, Alfred Motlow, garden of the mother's home
has meant to him.
— at 583 Dudley Street to say
gram enrolled in the regular the Neighborhood Youth Corps —
"Congratulations" to Floyd, Jr.
"Quite a few students, in- college program at Stillman. which was for kids from low
The garden was decorated
cluding myself, would not be Some of the others enrolled at income families. The school
with six flares and strings o
in college if it were not for other colleges or schools nearer from which I graduated had not
garden lights which made a
CEAP," said Ross, the third their homes.
counselor to tell you how to go
most lovely setting for this gay
in a family of seven children. Amos Hubbard, coordinator about preparing for college and
affair.
CEAP, begun at Stillman in of ,the Stillman program, re- how to go about enrolling," he
the fall of 1968, is a program ports that most of the former said.
The delectable menu catered
designed to take high school CEAP students enrolled in the After graduation, he worked
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison, Sr.
by
for
two
utility
a
years with
graduates who are "high risk" regular college program fared
of varied and sunconsisted
SIKILS' MAN OF IHI. 1 EAK—Dr. Joseph
summer %.% hew he has been appointed asby admission standards, and well during the first semester company. Then one day CEAP
dry plates such as barbecued
sistant superintendent of instruction. Others
P. Atkins, center, was presented a plaque
Coordinator Amos Hubbard visover a period of one or two of the 1969-70 school year.
chicken, ribs and shoulder, honoring him as "Man of the Year" by
members of the organization are N.E. Jacksemesters have them success- "We had one former student ited him and told him about the
spaghetti,
s,
bean
barbecued
H. Robertson, P. P. Suarez, H. Wilson,
son,
organisocial
a
charitable
and
Inc.,
Sikhs,
fully performing college level to make the honor roll, com- CEAP program. "He said some
potato salad, congealed salads, zation, and he is seen here with Taddeus
Gilmore, J. Swilling, F. B. Shackleford,
T.
one
had
me
recommended
for
work.
piling a 2.6 out of a 3 point-,
spiced tea, beverages, lemon, Horne, past president, left, and Atty. James
C. Elowers, D. West, A. B. Hargraves,
Most of the students partici- average. This student had the program and asked if I
and coconut and deviled S. Swearengen presider)... of Sikhs, Inc. Dr.
carmel
H. E. Exum W, H. Moore, J. B. McNeely
pating in the project could not applied for admission to Still- were interested. I told him I
food cakes,
and E. W. Fowler. (Hooks Bros. Photo)
Atkins will be moving to Louisville, Ky., this
have been admitted to the man's regular college program was, and he left me some paregular college program be- and could not be accepted be- pers to fill out. I sent them in
The party was highly enjoyed
cause of poor high school rec- cause of low grades and poor and the following September I
the following guests: Mrs. Robinson (Fannie), Mr. and
,13.v.
ords and-or college entrance SAT scores He was referred to entered the CEAP program,"
The Memphis Housing AuAlford, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gregory (FranKatherine
Ross
recounted.
examination scores. Strong CEAP and really applied him-1
thority will ieceive bids for the
Finnie, Mr.
Mrs. Robert Taylor, Mrs. Bea- kie), Miss Shirlee
remedial programs in the areas self to the program," Hubbard
removal and replacement of
and Mrs. Elnod Fly, Mr. and
in
ceilings
Haytrice Scott, Mrs. Rosalind
of English, speaking and listen- said
.4telbeWl lathing Alld plastered
Mrs. Fred Young, Mr. J. 0.
approximately one hundred forty
es, Mrs. Inez Williams, Mrs. Patterson. Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
mathematics A cheek of how the former
ing, r e ading,
(140) apartments and amounting Cordia Kelly, Mrs. Aline
and enrichment activities are students fared during their fir.,t
Billy Cobb. Mr. and Mrs. Gene
to approximately 20,000 square
Blackwell, Mr. and Mrs. Hom- A. Washburn, Mr. and Mrs.
used to bridge the gap caused semester of re..itilar college .
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
ket in the Tennessee 1-4A,
by deprivation of high school work re% eats thJt 38 per cent of
er Counts, Mr. S. W. Qualls, Allen J. Hammond, Mr. and
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
LeMovne Gardens Public Housing
Jr, Miss Cherry Miller, Mr. Mrs. James Spraggins, Mrs.
eXperiences.
the 43 former C AP students'
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Development until 10:00 A.M. J. N. Campbell, Jr., Mr: and
Ross. son of Mrs. Ethel Mae enrolled maintained grade point
Anne Gibson, Mr. and Mrs.
C.D.S.T.. Friday, June 19, 1970
Mrs. Rodell Boyd, Mr: and Frank Watts, Mr. John Cleaves,
Ross of Parrish, was out of averages of "C" or above.
MONEY LOANED
at 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Mrs. Melvin
and Mr Norvell Saunders, Mrs.
Burgess
high school for two years before Ross, one of these 43 student,'
Tennessee at which time and
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
guests, Mrs. Marjorie Lewis Marion Beatty, Miss Jacqueline
'enrolling in the program. He had a 1.6 out of a possible
place all bids will be publicly
California, Mrs. Odes- Bailey and others.
wa one of the first 99 students point average. He attributed
of
Pugh
opened and read aloud.
176 81178 BEALE STREET JA 6-5300
sa Larry, Miss Yvoire Evum,
to participate in CEAP during the preparation he received
of con- Mrs. Mamie Taylor, Mrs. Matforms
Proposed1968-69. Of this number, 53 were under CEAP to his performance
tract ddcuments, including plans, tie Taylor and guest, Mrs. Benrecommended for the regular in the regular college program.
and specifications, arc on file at
nie Morris, Mrs. Willie M.
the office of SUPERINTENDENT
Bailey, Mrs. Wilda Woods, Mr.
OF MAINTENANCE, Memphis and Mrs. Melvin Tuggle, Mr.
4
Authority, 700 Adams Clarence Lewis, Mr. Robert S.
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BR 5-3600

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST

MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS

MIDTOWN

SOUTH

EAST

OPEN 24;T:y. CLOSED SUNDAY

Heavy
Roast

830 Pear Halves

49*

Fruit Cocktail

1

DMAIA/ [PAID
VACATIAALL§OtTNIATit SALE

Other Car Renters
answer to the
home office.
Carl Carson
answers to you.

Peaches

29 oz. Can

1007.10,

FINANCE
CO
CiFNIVINT
LOCATIONS

•11!lin••••,

••••••••

0%
tot
. 031°

3.

MO*

towPot's

Ile thel I DiaPie /
10 rooms, 2 baths, frIwoodIsid
$250 Down
$12950
5 West Biscayne
6 rooms. 1 bath. Ash $250 Down
$8,950
660 Decatur
5 rooms. 1 bath, Fr. $250 Down
$11.250.
)1274 Greenwood
8 rooms. 1 bath, AsbIS
9250 Down
$10.950
2444 Kimball
5 rooms. 1 bath. framelagb
$250 Down
1549.51 Maplewood St $ 7.750
7 rooms, 2 bathe, Fr/Wood/Sid
No Down Payment
VA TO MAKE NO REPAIRS
$32.750
113438 Retort Ave
10 rooma. 2 baths, RV (duplex)
81.750 Down
689-91

*EXTRA SPECIAL
GALAXIE 500 4 DOOR SEDANS
ELEGANCE DOESN'T HAVE TO BE EXPENSIVE

AS LOW AS 3000 MILES
AUTOMATIC TRANS AIR COND AMIM RADIO UNITED GI
WHITE WALL TIRES WHEEL COVERS VINYL TRIM

3195.00

$1 0.950

French Dressing

8 or.

Btl.

290

Blue Plate

Bar—B-0 Sauce

18 or.

33*

3/25*

Biscuits

Grape Jelly 200/.3/$1
Hawaiian Regular Fruit Red

3-Limit

Blue Bonnet
GRADE "A"

FRYERS

Reori. Ots. Lb

Margarine
Cal-Ida

274#

Crinkle Cut
2-Lb. Bag

Mayonnaise

Ot 63ar
Southern Bell

FRED MOVES!

BACON
• Reg. or Thick

Smoked
Hams
65*

White Cloud
TISSUE

2 Roll
Pkos.

With this i.alapon sand ti 00 additional our
,
'
chime a•iaelipaIng value or coop,.',warty
disc (fresh nuik motto. t!4 and tobacco at
exiclOded in

vonittlidnift• uNh slate law),
Jen,-

11 esa•Ite,110011 Wecinextiav.
Cc1111111,

(6 Rolls)

NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN guy

272-3431

12 or. Can

Kraft

Kraft
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

STATION WAGONS IN STOCK

10411 UNION AVE

Chopped Ham

Pillsbuic, Sweet ni Buttermilk

3-Limit

Sealdcweet Froren Concentrate 3-Limit

Wir

ALSO

590

SERVICE

ALL MODELS REDUCED TO HELP CUSTOMERS
GET MORE CAR FOR LESS
*FORD POWER TRAIN WARRANTY GUARANTEED

•.

FRED MONTESI
Country Style Pure Pork

HERE FOLKS L/KE yO
GET PREFERENT/AL

MIP YEAR DEMONSTRATOR SALE
evaire•.ens.

24 oz. Btl.

Welch 100% Cont:ord

CASH

STEAKS
LB. 58C
( Boston Butt lb. 47()

Tomato Soup
Syrup

FRESH PORK

Limit

Campbell's

Vermont Maid

MORE

794

Dubuque

Alma Crowder, Bk. eyes or Purple Hull
6-Total Limit
15 oz.

Peas

CAN YOU USE

2.55 Salmon

250

it 1Q70.

COUPON

2% 1,-ran, available
/
kong seem 81
See Any Feiner,

111
•

